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Chapter 1

Introduction

In order to obtain a general understanding of an object or phenomenon, it is impor-
tant to observe it from multiple angles and put it in a wider context. Biological data
comes from a wide variety of experiments and analyses, adding context to potentially
overlapping sets of biological entities. Crystallography experiments provide insight
into the structure of proteins, while functional analysis of the same proteins may
give a deeper understanding of their roles and detect interaction networks among
them. Additional research may further extend the knowledge of proteins by noting
their presence and activity in different conditions and diseases. The holistic view,
achieved by observing multiple pieces of information, is the only way to understand
complex biological concepts and interactions among the entities. Although many of
the analyses add bits of information to the same subsets of entities, the data that
they produce is structured following different data formats and stored in different
data silos. Often the only link connecting information on the same entity from
different datasets is the common identifier of the entity. Unique identifiers, such
as gene symbols or sequence accession numbers, are assigned to biological entities.
These identifiers can be shared among multiple datasets, but some identifiers are
strictly local and are not recognized in other datasets, which makes it challenging
to link similar or identical data in different datasets.

Although identifiers play an important role in connecting the data from different
datasets, they represent only one part of the solution. Entities with different iden-
tifiers, which are not explicitly connected, can have multiple common properties,
making them similar in a certain context. Such values can even be seen through un-
structured text descriptions of the entities, where the similarity is observed through
the similarity of texts written using natural language. Another complex case of
similarity is the similarity that can be seen only by analyzing similar patterns of
behavior or interaction between groups of entities. Detecting such similarities helps
to recognize patterns in biological processes but also enables a powerful semantic
search that goes beyond the identifier-based lexical search and overcomes the prob-
lem of unmatched identifiers.

1



2 Introduction

A sentence is an array of characters until the semantics give meaning to it. Arrays of
characters become words and the sentence becomes an array of words. Words have
their individual meaning, which can be found in a dictionary, but a different ordering
of words and their forms give a different meaning to the sentence. Semantics is the
science of meaning and it is an important part of data search. A keyword search,
based on matching the exact keywords to a range of documents, may prove useful,
but exact keyword matching is not always applicable. Processing a query “protein
similar to P53”[50] would require a deeper understanding of the concept of similarity.
Two genes may have similar roles, can be involved in similar biological processes, or
even be linked to similar diseases. The concept of similarity is difficult to capture
using keyword-based search only. Structured queries, like the ones used in relational
database systems, provide the ability to establish relations by following the keys
between tables. Such queries are well-defined and can be used to find semantically
similar data but the cost is paid in the complexity of the query itself. An average
user is unable to properly construct the query or know in advance all possible entity
types and relations that could be utilized in query construction. The third option is
natural language search, which enables writing queries in an unstructured, natural
language form. This way of creating semantic queries may be the easiest for the
user but adds complexity in parsing the query and introduces potential ambiguity
in the intentions of the user, due to ambiguities in natural languages.

A direct approach for finding similarities in data is to apply some data mining algo-
rithms on data specifically preprocessed for the given task. Finding similarities in
the data from different datasets may require a different approach to preprocessing
or even a different data mining method. The problem with the direct approach
is inflexibility, especially when combining data from multiple sources. Designing a
unified data model for storing heterogeneous biological data and generalizing the
methods for analyzing the similarities between entities on different levels could en-
able a unified semantic search over biological data from multiple data sources. Such
ability would provide deeper insight into biological and biochemical processes and
become a powerful tool in biomedical domains, such are gene therapy, drug discov-
ery, immunology, and many more.

There are different approaches to solving the problem of the unification of data and
semantic searches. The key data structures for supporting unified data are graphs.
The generic structure of a graph, consisting of nodes and edges is useful when the
possible set of relation types between data nodes is not known in advance. Adding
a new edge of a previously unknown type to a populated graph does not change the
underlying structure nor introduce new foreign keys like it is the case with relational
databases. Additionally, the graph databases handle traversals by following links in
constant time, while relational databases show lower performance when handling
join queries [48]. A knowledge based on interconnected data, consisting of entities
and links between the entities that represent semantic relations, organized in a graph
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structure is called a knowledge graph.

1.1 Proximity measures

Similarity and dissimilarity measures evaluate the degree of association between
objects. Both types of measures are commonly referred to as proximity measures.
Values of the similarity measures are higher when two objects are more look alike,
and lower otherwise. Dissimilarity measures behave in the opposite way, resulting
in lower values when the objects are more similar.

1.1.1 Proximity measures of simple attributes

Dissimilarity measures are also known as distance measures, commonly taking val-
ues in the interval [0,+∞). A value of 0 indicates no dissimilarity or equivalence
and higher values indicate greater differences between the objects. Similarity mea-
sures commonly take values from the interval [0, 1], where a value of 0 indicates no
similarity and a value of 1 indicates complete similarity or equivalence. Material
listed in this section is based on the descriptions found in [81].

Data types of the compared values highly influence the choice of the similarity and
dissimilarity measures. In some cases, it is more intuitive to define a dissimilarity
measure and transform it into a similarity measure, or the other way around. Simi-
larity and dissimilarity measures will be presented for simple attributes of nominal,
ordinal, and interval types.

Nominal attributes

Nominal attributes can only be compared with equality relation, resulting in a sim-
ilarity measure s defined as:

s(x, y) =

{
1, x = y

0, otherwise
(1.1)

Inversely, a dissimilarity measures d defined for the nominal attributes is defined as:

d(x, y) =

{
1, x ̸= y

0, otherwise
(1.2)

or

(x, y) = 1 − s(x, y). (1.3)
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Ordinal attributes

Ordinal attributes are discrete attributes with ordinal relations defined between the
values. A dissimilarity measure for ordinal data can be defined as:

d(x, y) =
|x− y|
n− 1

(1.4)

where n is a number of values of the ordinal attribute and attribute values are
mapped to integers 0 to n− 1. A similarity measure can be derived from the given
dissimilarity measure:

s(x, y) = 1 − d(x, y). (1.5)

Interval attributes

Interval attributes are continuous attributes and a dissimilarity measure for such
attributes can be defined as:

d(x, y) = |x− y| (1.6)

Values of the defined dissimilarity measure are in the interval [0,maxval), where
maxval is the maximum value of the attribute. There are many similarity measures
that can be derived from the given dissimilarity measure. Some of those similarity
measures that return values from the interval [0, 1] are:

• s(x, y) = e−d(x,y)

• s(x, y) = 1
1+d(x,y)

• s(x, y) = 1 − d(x,y)−mind

maxd−mind

Where mind and maxd respectively are minimum and maximum values of the dis-
similarity function d.

1.1.2 Proximity measures of data objects

A similarity or dissimilarity measure that perfectly fits all data types does not exist.
However, for specific objects’ data types, certain measures prove better than others.
This section will cover some examples of the similarity and dissimilarity measures
that were used in further work and discuss their advantages and weaknesses.
A distance measure d is called a metric when the following conditions are satisfied:

• d(x, x) = 0

• Positivity: x ̸= y ⇒ d(x, y) ≥ 0

• Symmetry: d(x, y) = d(y, x) ∀x, y

• Triangle inequality: d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z) ∀x, y, z
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Various similarity measures often do not satisfy all the conditions to be called metric,
but commonly satisfy two conditions:

• Simmetry: s(x, y) = s(y, x) ∀x, y

• s(x, y) = 1 ⇔ x = y ∀x, y; i.e. s = 1 iff d = 0, the consequence of Positivity

where s is a similarity measure function.

Minkowski distance

An example distance measure in multidimensional space is Minkowski distance [81]
defined as:

Minkowski(x, y) = (
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|p)
1
p (1.7)

where p is the parameter and n is the size of vectors x and y. Commonly used values
of p are:

• p = 1; Manhattan distance [81] or L1 norm

Manhattan(x, y) =
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|. (1.8)

A common example is Hamming distance [14] where a distance between binary
data objects can be computed by counting attributes for which the two com-
pared objects have different values. This is the approach of Hamming distance
measure, formally defined as:

Hamming(x, y) =
n∑

i=1

d(xi, yi) (1.9)

where d is a distance measure between nominal attributes. Although the
Hamming distance is easily computed, the measure can provide misleading
values when computed on sparse vectors. The measure equally treats matches
between two ones and two zeros, meaning any two sparse vectors will have a
low distance value due to a large number of matched zero attribute values.

• p = 2; Euclidean distance or L2 norm [81]

Euclidean(x, y) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2. (1.10)

• p = ∞; Supremum or L∞ norm [81], defined as

Supremum(x, y) = lim
p→∞

(
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|p)
1
p = max

i=1...n
|xi − yi|. (1.11)
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Minkowski distance, for any given value of the parameter p, in general, is not
suitable for high-dimensional data. However, Minkowski distance is commonly used
in clustering algorithms for low-dimension data, such as DBSCAN mentioned on
page 17.

Jaccard coefficient

The Jaccard coefficient [58] is a similarity measure that considers binary vectors as
sets of items included in a transaction. Each vector coordinate corresponds with an
item where the item is included in the transaction if its respective attribute value is
non-zero. This measure ignores matches between two zero values, solving the issue
recognized in the case of Hamming distance. The Jaccard coefficient for sets A and
B is defined as:

Jaccard(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

(1.12)

or, specifically for binary vectors

Jaccard(x, y) =
f11(x, y)

f01(x, y) + f10(x, y) + f11(x, y)
(1.13)

where fab(x, y) are count functions counting the number of attributes where vector
x has the attribute value equal to a and vector y has a value of b for the same
attribute.

The measure does not take into account the frequency values of the items in the set,
just their presence in both compared transactions.

Tanimoto coefficient

Tanimoto coefficient [72], or extended Jaccard coefficient, uses the idea of the Jac-
card coefficient but is modified to be more suitable for non-binary vectors. The
coefficient is defined as:

Tanimoto(x, y) =
xTy

||x||2 + ||y||2 − xTy
(1.14)

The measure applied to binary data results in the same values as those computed
using the Jaccard coefficient. Both Jaccard and Tanimoto coefficients can be used
in deriving new semantic similarity relations explained on page 47.

Cosine similarity

The cosine similarity measure [36] is among the most commonly used similarity mea-
sure between vectors, specifically document-term vectors. The measure is defined
as a cosine of the angle between the normalized input vectors x and y:

CosineSimilarity(x, y) =
x · y

||x|| ||y||
(1.15)
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where · denotes the vector dot product. As the measure computes only the cosine
value of the angle, the vector intensities are ignored, which can result in the highest
similarity value of one even if the vectors are not equal but one vector is a scalar
multiple of the other.

Correlation

Correlation is a statistical measure that computes a linear relationship between
vectors. The vectors can represent the values of two variables or two objects. The
definition of the correlation measure is not unique. One specific correlation measure
is Pearson’s correlation [20] defined as:

Pearson(x, y) =
Σ(x, y)

σ(x) · σy
(1.16)

where Σ is a covariance function and σ is a standard deviation function. The val-
ues of Pearson’s correlation are in the range [−1, 1], where the value of 1 indicates a
perfect positive correlation, while the value of −1 indicates a perfect negative correla-
tion. The value of 0 indicated no correlation between the vectors. Another approach
to computing the correlation between the variables is using Kendall’s rank correla-
tion [45]. Kendall’s rank correlation, or Kendall’s τ coefficient, is a non-parametric
statistic test that does not require variables to come from the normal distribution.
The only requirement for the tested variables is to have ordinal attribute values.
The τ value is calculated as:

τ =
C −D

C + D
(1.17)

where C and D are, respectively, the numbers of concordant and disconcordant pairs
of ranks of the tested variables. The values of Kendall’s rank correlations are also
in the range [−1, 1] and their interpretation is analogous to the interpretation of the
Pearson’s correlation value. Correlation values computed by any of the two listed
correlation coefficients can also be used in deriving new semantic similarity relations
explained on page 47.

1.2 Semantic similarities

As metadata that describes objects in a database is mostly textual, it is important
to find semantic similarities among these descriptions in order to connect various
objects together. The similarity in the sense of semantics relies on the measures
defined in the previous section but requires a proper transformation of the objects
to a vector format suitable for the computation of the similarity measures. There is
no single way of transforming the data. Transformation depends on the properties of
the objects, such as object type, available object attributes, additional annotations,
and the availability of ontology information.
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The ontology is a graphical structure containing objects and semantic relations be-
tween them, representing a basic knowledge about the observed objects and their
relations. Besides observed objects, the ontology may contain concepts and cat-
egories that can define the hierarchy or taxonomy between the objects. Without
knowing any of the objects’ attributes, the similarity between two objects within
a defined ontology can be derived from the number of edges on the shortest path
connecting the two objects in the ontology graph. This measure is called path [69]
and is defined as:

PathSimilarity(x, y) =
1

MinPathLength(x, y) + 1
(1.18)

where MinPathLength is a function that returns the length of the shortest path
between the objects x and y in the ontology graph.

Observing the ontology graph constructed from the organism taxonomy relations,
the shortest path between two taxons is also the only path between them, due to
the tree structure of the ontology graph. It is expected that the similarity is higher
between two mammals than between a mammal and bacteria. The length of the
path in the ontology graph is inversely proportional to the similarity, thus the path

similarity reflects the true nature of the semantic similarity relation.

Analogous to counting the edges on the path, the distance between nodes can be seen
as the number of edges on the paths from the two objects to their least common
subsumer (LCS), also known as the lowest common ancestors (LCA) in tree-like
graphs [8]. The number of edges on the shortest path between the objects and
the number of edges from the objects to their LCS is equal, but the reformulated
description of the problem introduces another similarity measure derived from the
distance between the objects and their LCS. This similarity can be defined as the
relation between the distance of the LCS from the root node and the sum of dis-
tances from the objects to the root. The distance between the root node and other
objects represents the depth of the objects in the ontology graph. Denoted as wup

measure, from the names of the authors that first introduced it, this measure was
first introduced in the context of text terms ontology [93] but can be generalized
to any hierarchical ontology. For two objects x and y in the ontology graph, wup
similarity measure is defined as

WupSimilarity(x, y) = 2 · Depth(LCS(x, y))

Depth(x) + Depth(y)
(1.19)

Another similarity measure obtained by combining both the shortest path dis-
tance and node depth distance [52] can be used for determine similarity between
two objects x and y:
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CombSimilarity(x, y) = e−α·MinPathLenght(x,y) · eβ·Depth(LCS(x,y)) − e−·Depth(LCS(x,y))

eβ·Depth(LCS(x,y)) + e−β·Depth(LCS(x,y))

(1.20)
where α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0 are user-defined parameters. Parameter α controls the
influence of the minimal path length while the parameter β controls the influence
of the node depth in the ontology tree.

When the ontology information is not available, a large corpus of documents con-
taining information about the objects can be used to infer similarities between the
objects based on their mutual appearances. An example of such an approach is
tf -idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) vectorization of the text docu-
ments and computing cosine similarity between the document vectors.

tf(d, t) =
f(d, t)∑

t′∈d f(d, t′)
(1.21)

idf(D, t) = log(
N

|t ∈ d : d ∈ D|
) (1.22)

tf -idf(D, d, t) = tf(d, t) · idf(D, t) (1.23)

where tf represents the relative frequency of the term t in a single document d, scaled
by the total number of different terms in the same document. Function f(d, t) is
the frequency of the term t in document d. Function idf is the inverse document
frequency, having a lower value when the term is present in a higher number of doc-
uments. D represents a corpus of documents while N is the number of documents
in the corpus D.

The tf -idf vectorization is based on the term frequencies in the documents. The
term that is frequent in some documents, but not so frequent in others, is a good
representative of the group of documents where it is frequent. On the other side,
if the term is frequent in all documents, such a term does not provide any distinc-
tion between the documents and its significance is low. Special cases of frequent
words without special meaning are stopwords1. Those terms are removed before the
transformation. The terms may come in different forms, singular and plural nouns,
present and past tenses, and similar. To account for the different forms of the same
term, the stemming procedure is performed, reducing all terms to their base form.
The values of the tf -idf vectors are an example of information content (IC), where
the IC of a concept is defined as the information derived from the concept when it
appears in context [18]. A formal definition of the IC is:

IC(c) = −log(p(c)) (1.24)

1Stopwords are defined specifically for each language. Some examples of stopwords in the
English language are: the, a, an, is, has...
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where p(c) is frequency concept c in a given corpus.

If the ontology is also known, the IC value of LCS of the terms can be used for
computing similarity between the objects:

ICLCSSimilarity(x, y) = IC(LCS(x, y)). (1.25)

Analogous to the relation between the path and the wup similarities, the similarity
based on the IC of the LCS can be modified to account for IC of individual objects
[54].

ICLCSSimilarityModified(x, y) = 2 ·
IC(LCS(x, y))

IC(x) + IC(y)
(1.26)

Combining the IC value for the LCS with the path similarity adds support for
weighted edges to path similarity measure. The resulting measure is denoted as
wpath [99]:

WPathSimilarity(x, y) =
1

1 + minPathLength · kIC(LCS(x,y))
(1.27)

where the value k is a configurable parameter dependent on the knowledge graph
implementation and data domain. [18].

tf -idf matrix of a set of documents can be used as input for further analysis, reveal-
ing hidden topics within the documents and the relations between the topics and
words that are the representatives of the topics. The method used for extracting
the topics from the tf -idf matrix is the latent semantic analysis (LSA) [24], which
represents the singular value decomposition (SVD) applied to the text document
data. The decomposition performs a dimensionality reduction, reducing the indi-
vidual words to topics, thus uncovering the latent topics found in documents. The
similarity between two documents can then be computed as the cosine similarity
between two document vectors with values representing weights of the topics in the
given documents, computed using the LSA. LSA transformation starts with a bag-
of-words representation of text documents, where the counts are computed for each
word, regardless of the order of words in sentences. The text is then vectorized to
a count matrix representation, or tf -idf and the LSA transformation attempts to
decompose the text matrix into three matrices, U , Σ and V , where Σ is a diagonal
matrix of singular values of the text matrix and U and V are respectively matrices
of left and right singular vectors of the text matrix. Interpretation of the matrix U
is the weight of the relation of the concepts found in text documents (corresponding
to rows of the matrix U) in relation to individual original documents. Matrix V re-
flects how important individual words in all documents are in different topics found
in the text. The tf -idf matrix can be used for efficient keyword semantic searches
mentioned on page 51.
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LSA(DC) = U · Σ · V T (1.28)

where DC is the document count matrix or tf -idf matrix, U is the dimensionally
reduced matrix of document-topic weights, Σ is the covariance matrix and V T is the
matrix of term-topic weights.

If the documents are represented as sets of words, the similarity can be computed
using the Tanimoto coefficient. This approach is useful for performing a keyword
search against a set of documents.

The defined similarities can be combined to derive new similarity measures. The
similarities between the objects can be materialized as weighted edges representing
similarity relations between the object nodes in the knowledge graphs.

1.3 Related work

Current trends show that knowledge graphs are becoming more popular and widely
used in many domains where the semantic search can be applied [41]. Using knowl-
edge graphs for interconnecting data from biological data sources is not a novel idea.
Knowledge graphs are the foundational structure for intelligent health care [92].

There is a broad range of knowledge graphs in the biomedical domain. The Biolink
model [84] defines a data model for biological entities and is used in some open-
source solutions, like ROBOKOP (Reasoning Over Biomedical Objects linked in
Knowledge-Oriented Pathways) [12]. ROBOKOP system offers a knowledge graph
of biomedical data that uses the Biolink model to represent high-level schemas.
Monarch [77] is another open-source initiative with a knowledge graph solution
based on relations between genotype and phenotype from different species and data
sources. The system provides data querying by identifiers and neighborhood rela-
tions but does not enable querying patterns in graph data. Data loading is done
using the Koza data transformation framework [49] maintained by the Monarch ini-
tiative [77]. GeneCard.org [29] provides tools for searching human gene-centric data
aggregated from more than 190 different data sources. Elsevier’s Biology Knowledge
Graph [25] is a commercial, closed-source software solution designed to link biologi-
cal data from multiple sources through manual annotation, automatic generation of
links between data, and natural language processing of research papers.

Natural language processing enables detecting similarities between entities described
using unstructured text. It also enables extracting knowledge from research docu-
ments, classification, and preprocessing text data to create a knowledge base based
on semantic similarities. Transformers [85], deep learning models relying on atten-
tion mechanism [46], are one of the most powerful methods for dealing with vector-
ization of text data. BioBERT [51] is a biomedical language representation model
designed for biomedical text mining tasks. It is a domain-specific adaptation of
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the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [23] model.
The semantic similarities between entities discovered using natural language pro-
cessing can be used for constructing relation edges in knowledge graphs and further
enriching the knowledge base beyond simple matched identifier links.

1.4 Related topics

The following chapters will introduce the basic premises required for understanding
the bioinformatics data, problems of data unifications, and the proposed solution
for semantic unification and searching of bioinformatics databases.

Chapter 2 will introduce clustering and association rules mining algorithms that can
be utilized to recognize patterns in data and help in deriving semantic similarity re-
lationships between data objects.

Chapter 3 will provide an overview of some of the most representative bioinformat-
ics databases and address the problems of searching the bioinformatics data due to
heterogeneous data schemas, differences in ways of accessing data, and problems
that arise from the existence of multiple different identifiers for the same entities.

Chapter 4 will provide a theoretical insight into the proposed data joining model
which will be a foundation for unifying bioinformatics data and developing the sys-
tem for deriving new semantic similarity relationships between data objects

Chapter 5 will provide details on how the proposed model can be implemented,
along with the system for deriving new semantic similarity relationships from data.



Chapter 2

Cluster analysis and association rules
mining

Due to their importance for finding semantic relations, a separate chapter is assigned
for cluster analysis and association rules mining. This chapter aims to provide an
overview of different cluster analysis and association rules mining methods as well as
metrics for evaluating the quality of the created clusters and association rules. The
clustering methods used for extracting semantic relations in the following chapters
will be explained in more detail.

2.1 Cluster analysis

Cluster analysis is the process of grouping data objects based on information found
only in the data that describes the objects and their relationships. There are two
broad goals of clustering: clustering for understanding and clustering for a given
utility [81]. Clustering for understanding provides insight into natural groups found
by observing similarities between data objects. On the other side, clustering for
utility groups data in a certain way that provides a representation (or abstraction)
of multiple objects in a dataset using clusters that contain them, for a given utility.
Often the key property that guides cluster formation is having higher similarities

between the objects in the same cluster in comparison to similarities between the
objects in different clusters [81]. The choice of similarity and dissimilarity measures
highly influences the quality of clustering results. As no additional user inputs are
required, besides data values or precomputed similarity or dissimilarity values be-
tween the objects, clustering methods are examples of unsupervised learning meth-
ods. Additionally, new object instances can be assigned to existing clusters based
on similarities to other objects from the cluster, thus performing an unsupervised
classification.

13
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2.1.1 Cluster types

The clusters are formed in a way that serves the original purpose of clustering. Due
to differences in the purposes of clustering, there are different types of clusters [81]:

• Well-separated clusters; Elements of a cluster are closer to each other than to
any element from other clusters.

• Prototype-based clusters; Distances between elements of a cluster and a pro-
totype that defines the cluster are smaller than the distances to the prototypes
of other clusters. Examples of cluster prototypes are centroids, for continuous
attributes, or medoids, for categorical attributes.

• Graph-based clusters; Data objects are represented as graph objects intercon-
nected with given relations. Clusters represent induced subgraphs of highly
connected data objects.

• Density-based clusters; Clusters represent dense regions of data objects sepa-
rated by regions of lower density.

• Conceptual clusters; Clusters define groups of objects that share certain prop-
erties. For example, pixels of a black-and-white image can be done based on
the proximity of the pixels of the same color, where the color represents a
shared property.

2.1.2 Properties of clustering methods

There are multiple characteristics of clustering methods that can be used for group-
ing the methods. Based on the existence of a hierarchy between computed clusters,
clustering methods are divided into partitional and hierarchical methods. Parti-
tional methods divide the elements into non-overlapping subsets, while hierarchical
clustering methods create clusters that can contain nested clusters where a data
object may be a member of multiple hierarchically organized clusters.

Some methods can create clusters that are not exclusive but also not hierarchical,
This is the case with fuzzy clustering methods which assign each element to each
cluster with a certain degree of membership. The degree of membership can be seen
as the degree of truth of the fact that an element belongs to a cluster with a value
in the range [0, 1].

While other methods try to assign every element to some cluster, there are cases
where not all data objects can be assigned naturally to any group. Such outlier el-
ements can be detected and specifically labeled by some clustering methods. Based
on those properties, the clustering methods can be divided into partial and com-
plete clustering methods. Complete methods create results where each element has
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to belong to some cluster, while with partial methods elements do not have to be
assigned to any cluster.

2.1.3 Categorization of clustering methods

There is no unique categorization of clustering methods. This section will follow
the categorization provided by Dongkuan Xu and Yingjie Tian [94]. Additionally,
hard distinctions between different categories of clustering methods are not always
possible, since some algorithms share properties of multiple categories. Clustering
methods are divided according to the basic algorithm into 9 categories

• partition;

• hierarchy;

• fuzzy theory;

• distribution;

• density;

• graph theory;

• grid;

• fractal theory;

• model.

Partition-based algorithms

Algorithms based on partition create clusters by grouping points based on their
proximity to a cluster center. Examples of partition-based algorithms are K-Means
[34] and K-Medoids [64]. The time complexity of these algorithms is relatively low,
but they can get stuck in a local optimum. They are also sensitive to outliers’
presence and require a number of clusters to be set as a parameter.

Hierarchy-based algorithms

Algorithms based on hierarchy create hierarchical relationships between clusters.
Construction of hierarchical clusters can be performed bottom-up (agglomerative),
where initially each cluster contains a single object and they are merged until only
one cluster containing all objects remains. Another approach is a top-down (di-
visive) method which begins with one cluster containing all elements and clusters
are divided until each element is contained in an individual cluster. Examples of
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hierarchy-based algorithms are BIRCH [98], ROCK [30] and Chameleon [43]. Algo-
rithms that belong to this category generally have a high time complexity but they
are not sensitive to differences in the shapes of clusters.

The clusters generated using the hierarchical methods are represented using a
tree-like structure called a dendrogram, where the clusters are connected to their
parent clusters using branches and the length of each branch reflects the distance
between the connected clusters.

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering iteratively merges the currently closest clusters
into a new cluster until one cluster remains. The distance between the two objects
can be computed using some of the distance metrics defined in the previous sections.
There are several ways of selecting which two clusters should be merged for being
the closest, based on the linkage type. There are five commonly used linkage types:

• single linkage;

• complete linkage;

• average linkage;

• centroid linkage;

• ward linkage. [91]

Single linkage merges clusters CA and CB by the smallest minimum distance between
the elements in the two clusters:

min{dist(xi, yj)|xi ∈ CA, yj ∈ CB)}. (2.1)

Complete linkage merges the clusters by the maximum distance between the ele-
ments in the two clusters:

max{dist(xi, yj)|xi ∈ CA, yj ∈ CB)}. (2.2)

Average linkage selects two clusters with the minimum average distance between the
elements in the clusters: ∑

xi∈CA,yj∈CB
dist(xi, yj)

|CA||CB|
. (2.3)

Centroid linkage merges clusters with the smallest distance between the cluster
centroids:

dist(cA, cB) (2.4)

where cA and cB are respectively centroids of the clusters CA and CB.

The Ward linkage method merges clusters in a way that optimizes a selected target
function of the resulting cluster. A frequently chosen criterion is the variance crite-
rion where the target function is the variance of the merged cluster, thus the clusters
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are selected for merging in a way that gives the smallest variance of the resulting
cluster.

An example method that performs agglomerative hierarchical clustering is UPGMA
(Unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean) [59] which uses unweighted
average linkage for merging the clusters.

Divisive hierarchical clustering or DIANA (Divisive analysis) [44] starts with a single
cluster containing all objects of the dataset and iteratively divides the clusters so
that the resulting clusters have the least similarity with each other. The division
process stops when each cluster contains a single object.

Algorithms based on fuzzy theory

Algorithms based on fuzzy theory assign all objects to all clusters with a given
membership level in the range of [0, 1]. Examples of algorithms belonging to this
category are Fuzzy c-means (FCM) [11], Fuzzy c-shells (FCS) [22], and mountain
method clustering (MM) [95]. The time complexity of these algorithms is low on
average, but they require a preset number of clusters and are highly sensitive to
parameter selection.

Distribution-based algorithms

Algorithms based on distributing group objects by the distribution from which they
most likely originate. An example algorithm from this category is the Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) [70], where it is assumed that points originated from several
Gaussian distributions. These algorithms have a reasonably high time complexity
but are very sensitive to the selection of the base parameters and the underlying
distribution assumptions. However, the results of these algorithms may reflect the
true probabilities of elements belonging to different clusters.

Density-based algorithms

Densely colocated points are recognized as clusters by algorithms based on density.
A data point is considered to belong to the same cluster as the points within its
same-density neighborhood. Examples of the algorithms belonging to this category
are DBSCAN [26] and OPTICS [4]. The main problem with these algorithms is
high sensitivity to different density clusters and parameter selection which may
result in bad clustering results. Their time complexity is reasonably high but their
memory complexity can become very high. The good side of these algorithms is
their adaptability to data of arbitrary shape.
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Algorithms based on graph theory

Algorithms based on graph theory consider data objects as graph nodes where
the edges between them represent relationships between the nodes, such as
high-similarity relations or closest neighbors. Some of the algorithms belonging
to this category are spectral clustering [55], which will be described in detail,
MST-based (minimum spanning tree) clustering algorithms [40], and CLICK [7].
These algorithms produce very good clustering results but the time complexity
quickly grows as the graph becomes more complex.

The spectral clustering algorithm is a graph-based clustering algorithm, suitable
for high-dimensional data and clusters of arbitrary shapes. The main idea of the
algorithm is mapping data objects to a lower-dimensional embedding, also known
as spectral embedding, and performing the K-Means algorithm on the mapped
values.

The algorithm starts with a sparse graph adjacency matrix of data objects. The
graph is commonly constructed as a neighbor graph, where each node, representing
a data object, has edges connected to its k nearest neighbors following a selected
proximity measure. A value in the adjacency matrix at index (i, j) indicates
proximity between objects i and j. Let A be a symmetric adjacency matrix of a
graph:

A =

a11 ... a1n
... . . . ...

an1 ... ann

 (2.5)

Elements aij are weights of the relations between nodes i and j, where diagonal
elements aii are equal to zero. With diagonal matrix D, defined as:

D =


∑n

j=1 a1j ... 0
... . . . ...
0 ...

∑n
j=1 anj

 (2.6)

Di,j =

{
0, i ̸= j∑n

k=1 ai,k, i = j
(2.7)

a Laplacian matrix L of the adjacency matrix A is computed as:

L = A−D =

−
∑n

j=1 a1j ... a1n
... . . . ...

an1 ... −
∑n

j=0 a1j

 (2.8)
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For the matrix L, eigenvalues λ and eigenvectors v are computed. The eigenvalues
and eigenvectors satisfy the equation:

Lv = λv. (2.9)

The Laplacian matrix L is symmetric, positive semi-definite, and all eigenvalues
are non-negative. Eigenvalues sorted in ascending order represent a spectrum and
eigenvectors sorted in ascending order by their respective eigenvalues represent em-
beddings of the original data values. The first k eigenvectors are selected to construct
a matrix V . Finally, the K-Means algorithm is applied to matrix V for finding k

clusters in new reduced space.

Grid-based algorithms

Algorithms based on a grid map the data objects to a multi-resolution grid, quan-
tizing the attribute into predefined grid fields. Examples of the algorithms from this
category are STING (Statistical Information Grid in Data Mining) [90] and CLIQUE
(Clustering in Quest) [2]. The time complexity of these algorithms is lower and their
execution can be parallelized, but the grid resolution has a high impact on the qual-
ity of the clustering, requiring a proper balance between the quality of the results
and time complexity.

Algorithms based on fractal theory

Fractal-based clustering algorithms utilize the fractal properties where subsets can
share the same properties as a whole set. An example of an algorithm that belongs
to this category is FC [5] algorithm. The time complexity is low for fractal-based
algorithms with low sensitivity to outliers and adaptability to arbitrary shapes of
clusters. However, for the best efficiency of the algorithm, data has to satisfy the
fractal property. Fine-tuning algorithm parameters is also a critical requirement.

Model-based algorithms

Algorithms based on models are based on the assumption that different clusters are
formed following different underlying models. These methods can be divided into
methods based on statistical learning methods and those based on neural network
learning methods. Statistical learning methods are closely related to distribution-
based methods, which is why the GMM method is also a member of this category.
Self-organizing maps (SOM) [47] is a model based on unsupervised neural network
methods and associates data objects and clusters with nodes of a neural network.
A wide variety of model-based methods suitable for various specific use cases are
available, although their time complexity is generally high and they highly depend
on the choice of parameters.
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2.1.4 Measuring quality of clustering results

All clustering methods can discover some clusters or outliers in a given dataset even
if there are no naturally defined groups in the data. That is why it is essential
to define metrics that can be used to analyze the quality of clustering results and
determine if data has a clustering tendency in the first place.

Determining the clustering tendency of data can be performed by analyzing the data
distribution. If the data objects are distributed randomly, following a uniform distri-
bution, the clustering tendency is very low. This is the core assumption of a Hopkins
statistic [35] that compares data distribution against the uniform distribution. To
compute the statistic, k points are generated and randomly distributed in the space
of the data objects. For each randomly generated point xi, value ui represents the
distance between xi and the closest neighbor object from the original dataset. A
value wi is defined as the closest distance between objects yi from a k-size sample
of the original dataset and their closest neighbors in the original dataset. Finally,
Hopkins statistic H is defined as:

H =

∑k
i=1 wi∑k

i=1 ui +
∑k

i=1wi

(2.10)

Values of the Hopkins statistic close to 0.5 indicate a low clustering tendency, while
values close to 0 or 1 indicate a highly clustered dataset and data that are regularly
distributed in the data space, respectively. Evaluating the statistic multiple times,
by generating different sets of random objects, and computing the average H value
gives more stable results.

There are two types of techniques for evaluating clustering quality:

• unsupervised techniques;

• supervised techniques.

Unsupervised techniques for evaluation of clustering quality

Unsupervised techniques evaluate the quality of clustering based on the properties of
data and do not require external inputs. A general approach to evaluating clustering
quality estimates how close the objects in clusters are in relation to distances between
the points in different clusters. Smaller intracluster distances and bigger intercluster
distances are good indications of higher-quality clustering. A quality measure that
relies on intracluster distances is cohesion, while a measure that relies on intercluster
distances is separation. The overall quality of the clustering can be expressed as a
weighted sum of the validity metrics for each cluster, where a validity metric can be
cohesion, separation, or a combination of both. If data is represented as a graph,
where data objects are nodes and proximities between data objects are expressed as
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weighted edges, the cohesion of a cluster Ci is defined as:

cohesion(Ci) =
∑

x∈Ci,y∈Ci

proximity(x, y) (2.11)

while the separation between two clusters Ci and Cj is defined as:

separation(Ci, Cj) =
∑

x∈Ci,y∈Cj

proximity(x, y) (2.12)

If the clusters are prototype-based clusters, with prototypes c1, c2, ..., ck respective
for each of the k clusters, the cohesion of a cluster Ci is defined as:

cohesion(Ci) =
∑
x∈Ci

proximity(x, ci) (2.13)

and the separation between two clusters Ci and Cj is defined as:

separation(Ci, Cj) = proximity(ci, ci) (2.14)

An overall separation value of all prototype-based clusters can be defined as:

separation(Ci) = proximity(ci, c) (2.15)

where c is a prototype of the entire dataset.

For points in Euclidean space, a commonly used cohesion metric for a cluster Ci is
a sum of squared errors (SSE), defined as:

SSE(Ci) =
1

2|Ci|
∑

x∈Ci,y∈Ci

dist(x, y)2 (2.16)

This metric is a good choice for globular clusters in Euclidean space, but not ap-
propriate for clusters of arbitrary shapes, like the ones found using density-based
clustering methods. The SSE metric can also be used for visual estimation of the
number of clusters in data. The clustering algorithm is performed for every value of
the parameter setting the target number of clusters in range [2,M ], where M is a
user-defined parameter. For each clustering result, the SSE metric is computed and
the result is plotted as a point on a chart with coordinates (k, SSE(Ck)), where k is
the number of clusters in the current clustering and SSE(Ck) is the average value
of the SSE metric for clusters in the current clustering. A k coordinate of a point on
a chart, visually recognized as an “elbow” point, where the decrease of SSE values
is noticeably lower compared with the previous points is a good estimation of the
number of clusters in data. The method is subjective and not always applicable but
gives a good base estimation.

Another commonly used metric is the silhouette coefficient [44], which combines
both cohesion and separation by computing the ratio between intracluster distances
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and intercluster distances for each point. Let ai be the average distance between
object xi and every other object belonging to the same cluster as xi and let bi be
the average distance between the object xi and all other objects from other clusters.
Silhouette coefficient for the object xi is defined as:

si =
(bi − ai)

max(ai, bi)
(2.17)

Values of si are in a range [−1, 1], where values close to 1 indicate that the object xi

is close to other objects from its own cluster and distant from the objects from other
clusters. Negative values indicate a bad cluster label of the object xi. The silhouette
coefficient for the entire clustering can be expressed as an average silhouette score
for each object in the dataset.

In the case of hierarchical clustering, a cophenetic distance measure can be used
for evaluating the quality of clustering. Cophenetic distance between two objects,
clustered using agglomerative hierarchical clustering, is the proximity at which the
algorithm adds the objects to the same clusters the first time. If two clusters are
merged at distance d, then the cophenetic distance between any objects in one clus-
ter and any objects in the other cluster is d. A matrix of all pairwise cophenetic
distances between objects can be used to compute the cophenetic correlation coeffi-
cient (CPCC) [27] as a correlation between the cophenetic distances matrix and the
distance matrix used for performing the hierarchical clustering.

Supervised techniques for evaluation of clustering quality

Supervised techniques are techniques that require external inputs to accompany
data, such as class labels. If the correct labels are known, clustering quality eval-
uation represents evaluating the overlapping degree between assigned cluster labels
and true labels. More homogeneous clusters, in relation to true labels of objects
within them, indicate better clustering.

Entropy is a measure that evaluates the level of disorder. If clusters are seen as
sets of true labels of data objects contained within them, entropy can be used to
evaluate the homogeneity of the cluster. For a cluster Ci and L possible class labels,
entropy is defined as:

e(Ci) = −
∑
j∈L

pijlog2(pij) (2.18)

where pij is the probability of class j in cluster Ci. A perfect clustering should result
in the best entropy score for each cluster. More precisely, the entropy of the entire
clustering is evaluated as the sum of entropy values for each individual cluster.

Purity measure uses the notion of probability pij of a label j within a cluster Ci and
evaluates the homogeneity of a cluster as:

purity(Ci) = maxjpij (2.19)
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The purity of clustering with K clusters is defined as a weighted sum:

K∑
i=1

|Ci|
|D|

purity(Ci), (2.20)

where |D| is the total number of objects in the dataset.

Precision and recall measures, defined as:

precision(Ci, j) = pij, (2.21)

precision(Ci, j) =
|{x ∈ Ci|label(x) = j}|∑K
l |{y ∈ Cl|label(y) = j}|

(2.22)

and
recall(Ci, j) =

mij

mj

(2.23)

where mj is the number of objects in class j, can be combined into F measure
defined as:

F (Ci, j) =
2 · precision(Ci, j) · recall(Ci, j)

precision(Ci, j) + recall(Ci, j)
. (2.24)

The F measure is suitable for evaluating the quality of hierarchical clustering as a
weighted sum:

F (Ci, j) =
L∑
j

|Cj|
|D|

maxiF (Ci, j) (2.25)

where |D| is the number of objects in the entire dataset.

In special cases, where there are two clusters and two external labels, the Jaccard
coefficient, defined in the section on similarity measures, can also be used for eval-
uating the quality of clustering, comparing the ratio of matched cluster-label pairs
against the overall number of non-0-0 matches.

2.2 Association rules mining

With data containing information about items included in different transactions,
it is often needed to determine which items are often found together in the same
transactions. The described problem is commonly described as determining which
products are commonly found together in shopping carts, but it can be generalized
to analyzing different types of itemsets.

Association rules are defined as expressions X −→ Y where X and Y are itemsets.
The two itemsets X and Y are disjoint. Itemset X is called antecedent and itemset
Y is called consequent. The interpretation of the rule can be described as: “If the
itemset X is a subset of a transaction itemset, then the itemset Y is probably a
subset of the transaction itemset”. A frequent itemset that can not be extended
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without reducing its frequency is called a maximal frequent itemset.

For a rule X −→ Y to be labeled as interesting, the union of itemsets X and Y

needs to be frequent. This means that the items found in the union are frequently
found together in the same transactions. The measure of the frequency of the rule
itemsets is called support, defined as:

support(X −→ Y ) =
|X ∪ Y |

|T |
, (2.26)

where T is the set of all transactions. Not all frequent itemsets are considered
interesting. If the itemset X is present in all transactions in the dataset, many rules
in a form X −→ Y may be statistically common but there is nothing unexpected in
them to make them interesting. However, if X is a common itemset and itemset Y

is frequent in most of the transactions along X, then X −→ Y may be considered as
interesting. A measure that expresses this property numerically is called confidence,
defined as a percentage of transactions containing itemset X and Y in relation to
all transactions where the X is present:

confidence(X −→ Y ) =
support(X ∪ Y )

support(X)
(2.27)

Another way to label a rule as interesting is by evaluating the probability of a rule
X −→ Y being randomly generated from the available itemsets X and Y if the
itemsets were independent. The measure of this property is called lift, defined as:

lift(X −→ Y ) =
support(X ∪ Y )

support(X) · support(Y )
(2.28)

Finding the frequent itemsets as candidates for the interesting rules can be done
by generating all possible itemsets and computing their support using a brute force
method. However, there are 2n possible subsets of a set with n elements and the
direct approach for enumerating all possible subsets is not computationally feasible
for bigger sets. The algorithms that search for frequent subsets use minimum support
thresholds to identify and discard infrequent itemsets and their supersets.

2.2.1 Apriori algorithm

The Apriori algorithm [1] for finding frequent itemsets is based on the apriori princi-
ple, which states that if some itemset is frequent, then every subset of this itemset is
also frequent. As a consequence, if some itemset is not frequent, then any superset
of this itemset is not frequent.

The parameter that specifies the support threshold defines a lower limit of support
for an itemset to be considered frequent. The algorithm generates a graph structure
called a lattice starting with an empty itemset and iteratively generating the lattice
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level by level. Items in every itemset in the lattice are sorted in lexicographic order.
The itemsets on level k + 1 of the lattice are generated by joining the itemsets from
the level k which have equal first k − 1 items in itemsets.

If the new itemset fails the minimum support criterion, neither the itemset nor any
of its direct supersets are not included in the lattice. Another condition that could
be set for the algorithm to focus and speed up the search is the maximum allowed
size of the itemset.

The traversal of the lattice performed by the apriori algorithm resembles the breath-
first search (BFS) traversal of the graph. To reduce the cost of storing the frequent
itemsets, only maximal frequent itemsets should be stored.

2.2.2 FP-growth algorithm

The FP-growth (Frequent pattern growth) algorithm [32] skips the candidate gen-
eration using the lattice, as seen in the apriori algorithm. The algorithm consists of
two steps where the first step generates an auxiliary tree structure, called an FP-
tree, for storing frequent items. The items are collected from all transaction itemsets
found in the dataset. Individual items with support lower than the minimum sup-
port threshold are discarded. Transactions containing only subsets of the remaining
items are collected and their itemsets, represented as lists, are sorted descendingly
by the global frequency of the items in the itemset.

Collected itemsets are mapped to the FP-tree tree nodes, starting from the empty
root and adding items from the transactions in the sorted order as new nodes on a
path from the root. When a new node is added, a count value associated with the
node is initialized to one. Each time an existing node is visited during the mapping
process of the itemsets to nodes, the visited node’s count value is increased by one.
The tree nodes are linked to other nodes in the tree representing the co-occurrence
of the items in the itemsets.

The second step of the algorithm is collecting the frequent itemsets by traversing the
FP-tree starting from the root in a DFS manner. The frequent itemsets represent
individual paths from the root to leaves in the FP tree.
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Chapter 3

Searching bioinformatics databases

Bioinformatics databases are mutually very heterogeneous. The differences between
databases can be found in data source domains, data structures for representing
data, sets of data attributes and their data types, formats for storing and delivering
the data, and ways of accessing the data. All these differences make data searching
challenging, especially when the data needs to be retrieved from multiple databases
and have the query results combined.

3.1 Primary and secondary databases

Bioinformatics data primarily comes from biomedical domains. Each domain fa-
vors a different set of domain-specific databases, resulting in a large number of
databases with little or no connections between them. Currently, there are more
than 6000 bioinformatics databases cataloged in Database Commons [56] archive.
The databases can be classified into two broad groups: primary and secondary
databases. The primary databases act as repositories of raw data from individual
experiments, while secondary databases contain data that is created based on the
analyses and annotations of the data entries in primary databases. Each domain

has a group of referent primary databases for depositing the raw data from ex-
periments. Commonly used primary databases for storing nucleotide sequences are
GenBank [9], DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ) [82], Ensembl [37], and EMBL
[42]. Primary protein sequence records can be found in UniProt [21] database while
data regarding protein structure can be found in Protein Data Bank (PDB) [17].
However, the UniProt database also contains secondary protein data. Primary gene
expression data can be found in NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) [6] and
gene expression data specifically from immune cells can be found in Database of
Immune Cell EQTLs (DICE) [31]. Secondary databases can combine entries from

multiple primary databases and provide a broader view of a certain domain. Signal
pathway databases, such as Some other examples of secondary databases are the
Database of Disordered Proteins [89] (DisProt), containing disorder information of
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intrinsically disordered proteins, Immune Epitope Database [39] (IEDB), containing
information on immune epitopes, and STRING database [80], containing data on
protein-protein networks.

3.2 Identifiers of bioinformatics data

Biological entities stored in separate databases may still be identified using shared
identifiers. Proteins are commonly identified using the accession identifiers from
UniProt [21] database or using a gene identifier of the protein’s source gene. Genes
are often identified using their symbols or identifiers in one of the referent databases
such as NCBI Gene [15], EMBL [42] or Ensembl [37]. UniProt accession identifiers
are unique identifiers assigned to each protein sequence included in the UniProt
database. As one protein may be sequenced in multiple experiments, each sequence
is assigned a unique identifier, even though the primary sequence of the protein is the
same. Therefore, one protein entity may have multiple UniProt accession identifiers.
Gene symbols can identify genes but do not differentiate between the orthologs in
different organisms. NCBI Gene identifiers are different for each gene from each
organism. Ideally, each database containing gene entity data should provide the
NCBI Gene identifier to remove any ambiguity, but, unfortunately, that is not the
case. Diseases can be identified using Concept Unique Identifiers (CUI), as well as

other, non-disease concepts. Overall, even if there are identifiers that are shared
between multiple databases, it does not mean they are the only or even unique,
identifiers for individual entities. Nucleotide and protein sequences are identified
using accession numbers in their respective databases. There are identifiers that
encode additional information, rather than being unique random values. Ensembl
identifiers are commonly used for identifying genomic sequences in gene expression
experiments, but can also be used for identifying proteins, transcripts, or exons.
Determining the entity type behind the Ensembl identifier can be achieved using
the fact that the Ensembl identifier follows a strict structure, where one letter of
the identifier encodes the entity type. For example, the letter G, found on the
fourth position of the identifier ENSG00000141510 encodes gene entity type while
identifier ENST00000509496.1 represents a transcript (T) identifier. Additionally,
the Ensembl identifiers of objects that are of non-human origin also encode the
species reference using three-letter codes. The identifier of a gene sequence (G)
of the TP53 gene from species Canis lupus familiaris (CAF) has a format of
ENSCAFG00000016714.1. Unfortunately, Ensemble identifiers are used only in the
domain of protein and genetic sequences and not as general-purpose identifiers for
arbitrary biological entities.
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3.3 Storing bioinformatics data

There are no strict rules on how bioinformatics data should be stored. The way
of storing and organizing the data is highly dependent on the data type, size, and
intended way of accessing the data. It is important to note that the underlying
database used for data storage does not necessarily induce the format of the retrieved
data. A database management system for storing data may be a relational database,
but the data can be retrieved in JSON or even CSV format. Some databases pro-
vide REST (REpresentational State Transfer) API1 [61] for accessing and querying
the data, while others may allow downloading whole datasets in CSV or TSV file
format. On the other hand, there are databases that do not explicitly allow data
downloading but can display data on a web page that can only be downloaded in
raw HTML format scraped, requiring additional processing before being ready for
querying and analyzing. Another commonly used format for the internal represen-
tation of databases, especially for knowledge databases supporting semantic search
are RDF [57] triplets, consisting of subject, relation, and object. Besides general-

purpose data formats, such are JSON, CSV, and TSV, there are specialized data
formats that require specialized parsers. Examples of such specialized formats are
PDB (Protein DataBase) text format for representing the 3D structure of proteins,
and SOFT (Simple Omnibus in Text Format) and MINiML (MIAME Notation in
Markup Language) formats that are used for describing gene expression data found
in NCBI GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus) [6]. Gene and protein sequences can
be stored in FASTA and GenBank text formats, where FASTA is the basic format
for text sequence representation while GenBank format supports additional annota-
tions of the sequence segments as well as metadata regarding the sequence source,
authors, and related organism taxonomy. Similar to FASTA, the FASTQ format is
used to represent raw reads from sequencers. Specialized searching methods have
been developed for searching DNA and protein sequence databases. The most pop-
ular searching method is BLAST [3], which performs efficient alignments between
query sequences and sequences stored in the database.

3.4 Accessing and searching bioinformatics data

Many bioinformatic tools, such as NCBI E-utilities [73], can be run as command-
line applications. A more user-friendly way of accessing data from bioinformatics
databases is using a graphical user interface exposed through the database website.
Users navigate through the interface using a Web browser and input queries in the
input fields of the interface. For collecting small amounts of data for specific pur-
poses, the graphical interface is the simplest way of accessing and querying the data.
The queries can be keyword-based, where the user specifies a list of keywords that

1Application programming interface
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are independently matched with the database records, and the results are sorted
based on the number of matches. This approach is useful when searching by entity
identifiers. Another type of querying is by using structured queries, where the user
specifies the query using strictly defined language rules. One of the structured lan-
guages used in bioinformatics databases is SPARQL [66]. Finally, some databases
support natural language queries, where the user inputs the query in free form, using
natural language.

Manual searching for data from multiple databases and combining the results is a
difficult and time-consuming task. Automation of the data access is enabled us-
ing database APIs. Databases often expose the APIs for searching the data using
HTTP requests which enables implementing applications in arbitrary programming
languages with the ability to access data from a remote application using a general-
purpose protocol. In some cases, API responses may be difficult to parse, due to
specificity in the response structure and data format of the received payload. To
help with programmatical access to individual bioinformatics databases and inter-
preting specialized data formats, programming libraries were developed for some
of the most commonly used programming languages in the bioinformatics domain.
BioPython [19] library enables parsing and processing various bioinformatics data
formats using Python programming language and also enables API access to services
such are BLAST and Exonerate [79]. Entrezpy [16] library for Python programming
language allows programmatical access to Entrez [74] databases. Ensembl provides
Perl language API [96] for accessing their databases. BlasterJS [13] is a JavaScript-
based library for interactive visualization of BLAST alignment results.

Research articles also represent a data source that can be used for extracting use-
ful information. The articles are often used as inputs for text mining and natural
language processing algorithms for extracting knowledge from text data. Data from
the articles can be seen as a meta-source utilizing summarized results and comments
from multiple analyses in different biomedical domains without interacting with the
raw data of the individual experiments. Text descriptions of biological entities and
their interactions derived from the articles give meaning to the biological entities
mentioned in texts in various circumstances, observed from many angles. The ac-
quired information, in the form of relations between the entities in different contexts,
can be used for constructing a knowledge base, giving a more generalized view of
the mechanisms where the entities are involved, instead of analyzing the entities on
the individual level. Such relations can also be discovered not only from the text
attributes but also from general metadata related to the entity using a variety of
data mining algorithms.

Searching data from multiple databases is possible only by querying each individ-
ual database and combining the results into a final, joint result. To enable such
simultaneous searching and seamless joining of the query results, one approach is to
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create a generalized searching method that can be mapped to each data querying
method of the individual databases. The first problem with such an approach is the
continuous maintenance of the query method adapters, which may become obsolete
with every update of the database API, thus breaking the system until the new
adapter is developed. The second problem is the lack of joint data indexing and
cross-database queries that would enable query optimizations, which can result in
significantly slower queries due to separate steps of data fetching and data joining
without efficient use of indexes.
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Chapter 4

New Data Joining Model Proposal

Bioinformatics data stored in separate databases, with heterogeneous data schemas
and formats, are not suitable for direct use in semantic searches. The bioinformatics
databases also include metadata, or data about data, which provides additional
context to the data entries. The bioinformatics data represent results from biological
experiments, nucleotide and protein sequences, expression profiles, and similar, while
metadata contains information such as collection date, location, descriptions of the
analysis steps, additional notes, and comments. This thesis will primarily focus on
utilizing metadata for semantic searching but also providing the ability to access the
data itself.

The key motivation for this decision is creating a lightweight indexing network for
finding relations between data objects that are stored in the original databases,
instead of collecting all data. The second reason to choose metadata is the richness
of the information contained in metadata valuable for detecting semantic similarities,
in relation to data. Information on how a certain gene interacts with other genes is
more valuable for understanding the semantic similarities between genes than the
raw nucleotide sequence. And finally, the third, practical, reason to focus more on
metadata instead of data is the differences in their size in the general case. The
data objects, such as nucleotide and protein sequences may have a size of hundreds
of megabytes or more, as well as high-resolution images from biomedical domain
or crystallography experiments. On the other side, metadata size is commonly
expressed in hundreds of kilobytes or a few megabytes. Because of that asymmetry
in size, maintaining the metadata database in a local environment on a workstation
computer is much more feasible than storing copies of all data objects.

Efficient searching of unified metadata requires a specialized database for storing
the unified metadata. Such a database also requires a specific data model. Such a
model should be as general as possible to properly map and store metadata from
diverse data schemas found in the original databases. Besides storing metadata, the
model needs to provide a foundation for efficient searching, by having a structure
that allows efficient use of indexing. Finally, the model should be database agnostic
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so that it can be implemented by an arbitrary DBMS.

Biological data contains information about biological entities and their properties.
Those entities were recognized as the primary building blocks of the new model called
BioGraph. An important remark is that the name of the model, unintentionally,
matches the name of an unrelated project in a different domain [53]. Entities are
not isolated objects but are highly interconnected in many ways. The relations
between the entities have various origins, from biological processes to taxonomical
relations and mutual similarities. The association of entities from multiple datasets
is enabled by connecting relation paths among them. As many types of entities
exist, creating specific model schemas for each biological entity and their relations
is inefficient on the level of model definition. It violates the requirement of unified
representation, and there is no feasible way of predicting all future properties and
relations associated with every entity type. That is why the decision was made to
design a model that enables storing metadata of arbitrary entity types in a generic
form. Details regarding entity type-specific information are delegated to higher-level
data schemas. It is essential to mention that the model links metadata related to
biological entities in a way that can be used for efficient data location and retrieval
from the original data sources. An example of gene metadata might be its identifier,
while the data is a DNA sequence representing the gene. The gene sequence is not
handled by the model but can be easily retrieved directly from the external source
database, such as the NCBI gene, using the metadata linked in the model. The
model structure and its implementation are published in [88]

4.1 BioGraph data model

The proposed model consists of three object types – entity objects, identifier ob-
jects, data objects, and relations that connect the objects. Model objects and their
individual relationships are shown in Figure 4.1. Metadata is loaded from arbitrary
data formats, from which entities, identifiers, and data objects are extracted along
with respective relations. The extracted objects and relations form a unified knowl-
edge graph where all relations are represented as directed edges of the graph. An
example of a network of biological objects from five different sources (DisProt[89],
DisGeNET[68], Tantigen[97], IEDB[39], and HGNC[75]) represented using the Bio-
Graph model elements is displayed in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: A schema of the BioGraph model. Entities of specified types, identified
using primary identifiers, have connections with all of their identifiers and data objects, as
well as with other entities. The identifier objects contain information about the nature of
the identifier and the identifier values, while data objects store metadata collected from
datasets along with the label of the dataset source. Relations between entities are defined
using the relation type and additional data that can further explain the nature and strength
of the relationship.

4.1.1 Entity objects

Biological entities have different types. Some are associated with biological func-
tions, like genes or proteins, while others can be more general, like habitats and
coverage areas. Regardless of the type, at least one unique identifier can be assigned
to each entity, denoted as a primary identifier. When multiple unique identifiers ex-
ist, an identifier shared among most biological databases is selected as the primary
identifier. An example of a primary identifier for a gene entity is a gene name. It
is important to note that the data model is not restricted to human genetic data,
but can also support data from arbitrary biological domains regardless of the data
source. Entity type names and primary identifiers were used to construct entity
objects in the BioGraph data model. An entity object represents a single biological
entity. The same entity objects can be found in different databases. For each entity,
idealy, only one entity object is created. In some cases, no identifiers in a dataset
are used in any other database. In those cases, a new entity object is created,
which can be subsequently connected to the other objects representing the same
entity using “IS EQUAL TO” relation. Figure 4.2 shows concrete examples of bio-
logical objects (sourced from DisProt (Disorder Protein database) [89], DisGeNET
(Disease Gene Network) [68], Tantigen 2.0 [97], IEDB (Immune Epitope Database)
[39], and HGNC (HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee) [75] datasets) and their
relations. Five different entities are in blue boxes along with their type label and
primary identifiers. Those entities, with their respective primary identifiers, are gene
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“CDKN1A”, protein “P38936”, disease “C0038356”, antigen “Ag002102”, and epitope
with the sequence “FAWERVRGL”.

Figure 4.2: Network of objects from five different sources (DisProt, DisGeNET, Tantigen
2.0, IEDB, and HGNC) represented using the BioGraph model. The example shows protein
data collected from DisProt dataset, with identifiers assigned by DisProt and UniProt along
with disorder content value. Gene data, collected from HGNC dataset, is connected with
protein data from DisProt dataset assigning the gene NCBI identifier. Disease data from
DisGeNET is connected to the corresponding gene with an assigned relation score from
DisGeNET dataset. Tantigen 2.0 and IEDB datasets add context to the antigen nature of
the gene, including information on the epitope of the antigen.

4.1.2 Identifiers

All available entity identifiers, including the primary identifier, are collected and
represented in the BioGraph model using identifier objects. The identifier objects
are connected to their respective entity objects using identifier relations labeled as
“HAS ID” relations. Each identifier contains information about the identifier type,
title, and value. The identifier type defines the nature of the identifier. The model
proposes three types of identifiers – a name, a URL, or a generic identifier without
any specific type. The identifier title is used to determine the meaning of the iden-
tifier, such as “gene name” or “NCBI ID”, which can also be useful when an external
application displays the data from the model. Finally, the third component of the
identifier contains a value of the identifier stored as a string data type. One identifier
can be shared between multiple entities, so one identifier object can be connected
to multiple entity objects. Additionally, one entity object may also have multiple
identifiers. Identifiers do not list the source database from which they originated,
as one identifier can originate from multiple databases but represented using only
one identifier object. Figure 4.2 shows six identifiers in yellow boxes, connected to
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five entities. The example protein entity is connected with two identifiers, where
“P38936” is the identifier of the protein in the UniProt database (also used as a
primary identifier) and “DP00016” is the identifier of the same protein in DisProt
database.

4.1.3 Data objects

Besides identifiers, datasets may contain additional metadata about the entities,
like protein regions, location coordinates, or gene positions on chromosomes. Those
metadata values can be stored in data objects, along with the source label so that
the metadata can be easily tracked and verified against the original dataset. Data
objects, which contain entity metadata other than identifiers, are associated with
their respective entities using data relations labeled as “HAS DATA”. One entity
object can contain multiple data objects, with metadata originating from different
databases. Also, one data object can be shared between multiple entity objects. A
unified representation of a data object, compatible with most of the DBMS software
is a key-value representation, where the keys are attribute names and values are the
values of the corresponding attributes. In relational database management systems,
key-value pairs can be stored in a data object table or in attributes with JSON data
type. Example in Figure 4.2 shows data objects that provide additional information
to entities. Data object connected to protein entity contains disorder content value,
gene metadata contains gene location on chromosome, disease metadata contains
disease type annotation, antigen metadata contains the full name of the antigen,
and epitope data contains type annotation for the epitope.

4.1.4 Entity relations

Relations can also exist between entities. A protein can be associated with its
source gene, and a gene can be associated with the chromosome. As the entity
relations are various, they are defined for each specific use case, but a general
structure of an entity-entity relation is supported by the model. All relations in
the proposed model share the same structure. The structure of a relation contains
relation type, “derived” flag indicating if the relation is a similarity relation derived
from data using data mining algorithms (explained in the following sections) and
key-value pairs of metadata associated with that relation. A relation between genes
and diseases has a certain score, which is a value associated with the relation and
not with the individual entities. Therefore, the disease relation score for a gene has
to be stored in a key-value pair of the gene-disease relation. The basic relationships
between entities are shown in Table 4.1. The relations between entities are dynamic,
meaning that new relations can be defined and added in updates without affecting
the existing data. A pair of entities can share multiple relations.
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4.1.5 Duplicate entries

Duplicate entries can have a negative impact on search results and overall per-
formance. An object or relation is considered a duplicate when its entire content
matches the content of an object or relation that is already stored in a database. An
entity object contains a primary identifier and an entity type. If two entity objects
share the same primary identifier, there are two possibilities: the two objects also
share the same entity type – it is a duplicate object and only one representation
should be stored in the database; the two objects have different entity types – both
objects should be stored in the database. The entity objects in the example should
also be connected with “HAS ID” relations to the respective identifier objects storing
the primary identifier value. As the identifier objects are duplicate entries, in this
case, only one identifier object should be stored while both entity objects should
point to it with their “HAS ID” relations.

To detect duplicate entries, the proposed model assigns specific identifiers to objects
and relations based on their content. The method for generating such identifiers is
called content addressing. Data stored in an object or relation is serialized to a
string representation, containing all object and relation information, and mapped
to a value from a large interval using a hash function, such as SHA256[33]. In the
example of an entity object, both entity type and primary identifier are used in
hashing. The probability of having multiple different data objects mapped to the
same value, also known as hash collision, using an industry-standard hash function
is very low. If the same object is serialized and hashed multiple times, it will always
result in the same value. The processing of hash collision where the objects are
different is not currently implemented in the system, as it is a highly unlikely event,
but the proposed solution includes adding specific salt values to objects which are
by default set to 0 value and incremented for the objects that are in collision with
the existing objects in the database.

4.1.6 Data updates

Thanks to an efficient handling of duplicate entries, updating the data can be easily
performed by inserting new data objects and relations. All duplicate entries will be
ignored while the relations will still seamlessly connect to all newly stored or already
existing objects in the database.

4.1.7 Mapping BioGraph model to graph and relational
database

The BioGraph data model is designed to be database agnostic, meaning that it
can be implemented using any database management software. Although graph
database systems are the most suited for the model implementation, this section
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will describe the versatility of the model by mapping it to a relational database
model, but a similar pattern is utilized for implementing the data model using a
graph database where tables are replaced with nodes of different types. The model
objects (entities, identifiers, and data objects) can be represented as graph nodes in
a graph database system while the relations are naturally represented using graph
edges. The relational database can also be used to represent graph-like structured
data by having tables “Node” and “Relation”. As there are three different types of
nodes, each type is represented using individual tables related to the “Node” table
as a specialization of the generic nodes. Attributes of the entity, identifier, and data
nodes are defined in their respective tables while the identifier attribute “id” in the
specialized tables matches the identifier of the generic node in the “nodes” table.
A diagram of the proposed mapping is shown in Figure 4.3. Data node attribute
containing key-value pairs is represented using JSON-type attribute. Relations have
two foreign keys, “from_node_id” and “to_node_id”, representing identifiers of the
end nodes of the directed relation.

Figure 4.3: Diagram of the BioGraph data model mapped to a relational model.
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4.1.8 Efficient indexing

Proper indexing is crucial for the efficiency of data loading and querying operations
especially when the join queries are heavily utilized for querying paths in the graph
represented in the described way using relational database tables. Indexing should
be applied to attributes that play a crucial role in connecting tables, such as primary
table identifiers, but also those that are heavily used in searching data, such as
the “identifier_value” attribute of the identifier node and “primary_id” and “type”
attributes of the entity node.

4.2 Generalized method for deriving semantic rela-
tions

As discussed before, semantic similarities can be used for adding relations to the
knowledge graphs. The goal was to design a generic method for extracting new
semantic relations from the unified data knowledge graph represented using the pro-
posed data model. The designed method enables deriving new relations in a generic
way, regardless of the analyzed entities, based on the existing relations found in the
knowledge graph. The new relations are added to the knowledge graph and ready
to be used along with the previously stored relations for generating new sets of se-
mantic relations in an iterative manner.

Two entities are represented as nodes of the knowledge graph. A similarity be-
tween them can be estimated based on matching metadata values of the mutual
attributes, found in their respective attribute key-value pairs stored in data objects.
This approach can generate similarity relations, but the heterogeneity of the data
objects makes the process difficult to generalize. Matching the identifiers and text
descriptions can also be a foundation for computing the similarity. One of the issues
with this approach is the lack of text descriptions for all entities found in original
databases. The second problem is the generic form of identifiers where two iden-
tifiers may have very similar values, like “P01234” and “P01235”, but the entities
identified by the values may be very different.

The approach to computing semantic similarity between the entities is based on
the relations connecting the observed entities and other entities in the graph. The
motivation for this approach can be seen in the fact that two similar entities would
express similar behavior, have similar interactions with other entities, or be re-
lated to similar concepts. For example, genes that produce cytokine proteins, which
represent messages emitted by the immune system cells, may be involved in the
inflammation processes and thus have relations with similar sets of diseases. The
relation-based similarity can be specified in a certain context, as is the case with
gene-disease relations, or be a general similarity between entities, where the sets of
all relations of the compared entities are used in the computation.
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Table 4.1: Basic types of the relations between entity objects in BioGraph data model.

Relation Description Example
IS EQUAL Relation representing equality

between objects, where object
A, on one side of the relation
can also be represented as B in
general or specific circumstances.
The relation can contain details
specifying the equality relation.

Protein A IS EQUAL TO
Protein B, where two pro-
teins are the same proteins
represented using different
entity objects not unified at
the time of importing.

IS INSTANCE Relation between objects where
one of the objects is an instance
of a larger class.

TP53 protein in humans IS
INSTANCE of TP53 pro-
tein.

IS VARIANT Representing relation between
objects where one object is an iso-
form of the other.

Antigen A IS VARIANT of
Antigen B.

FROM Describes the connection between
an entity object and another en-
tity object that symbolizes its
source.

Protein A FROM gene B.
Gene C FROM organism D.

CONTAINS Represents the relation between
the object and its part, like
a composition in object-oriented
programming.

Antigen A CONTAINS Epi-
tope B.

HAS ROLE Relation between entity objects
where one object represents a
functional definition of the other
entity.

Gene A is HAS ROLE of
antigen A1.

RELATED
WITH

General relationship between ob-
jects. A weight, or relation score,
of the relation can be defined in
relation parameters.

Gene A is RELATED
WITH disease B, with a
relation score of 0.9. The
relation score parameter
is a user-provided relation
parameter.

SIMILAR TO Semantic similarity relation be-
tween the objects in a given con-
text.

Gene A is SIMILAR TO
gene B, within the context
of relations with diseases.
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The process of deriving new relations based on the existing relations found in the
proposed data model consists of five steps:

1. Selecting a subset of relation types that would be used for computing similar-
ities between selected entity types.

2. Generating relation matrix from the selected relations and connected entities.

3. Applying data mining algorithms to extract new relations.

4. Selecting relevant relations, for example, similarity scores values above a given
threshold.

5. Generating similarity relations based on the selected values and storing them
in the knowledge graph.

4.2.1 Selecting a subset of relations

Although the most confident similarity results would be obtained by observing all
available relation types, extracting the full set of relations and performing computa-
tions on it is a highly computationally intensive task, requiring significant resources.
Relations between genes, proteins, and antigens would not be significant for evaluat-
ing the similarity between genes in the context of similar subsets of related diseases.
The choice of the relation subsets should reflect the aimed context of the similarity.

4.2.2 Generating relation matrix

The selected set of relation types contains information about the connected entity
types, on both ends and, potentially, a relation weight. All relations of the given
types, among the selected types of entities, are collected from the data model and
used for creating a vectorized representation of the entities. The vectorization is
performed by constructing a matrix with rows representing instances of the entity
types, for which the similarity is computed, and columns representing the adjacent
entities connected to the selected entities using the relations from the set. The values
in the matrix correspond to the relation weights between the row and column entities.
The matrix can be seen as a biadjacency matrix, where row entities and column
entities represent nodes of a bipartite graph. If the relations do not contain the
weight information, the matrix is a binary matrix, where 1 represents the presence
of the relation between the row and column entities and 0 otherwise. It can be
noticed that such a matrix may become large due to a large number of entities and
relations used for the construction, so careful selection of the relations in the first
step is essential. The resulting matrix will be in the rest of the text referred to as
the relation matrix.
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4.2.3 Deriving semantic similarity relations

Direct extraction of the similarity relations between the pairs of objects can be
achieved by computing pairwise cosine similarities between the rows of the relation
matrix. The semantic similarity measures, defined in the introduction, are also ap-
plicable in this case, as the ontology information is implicitly stored in the knowledge
graph. However, the relation matrix can be further utilized for deriving new con-
cepts and new semantic relations between the entities and concepts. Different data
mining algorithms can uncover different types of semantic relations. A greater focus
will be on unsupervised methods, that do not require any additional information
besides the data found in the knowledge base.

Deriving semantic similarity relations using clustering

Clustering algorithms organize data objects into groups based on the distances, or
similarities, between the objects. The basic properties of good clustering are small
distances between the objects inside the same cluster and larger distances between
the objects in different clusters. A cluster found in the relation matrix can indicate
the presence of a new concept. Membership of an object in a cluster represents
the semantic relation between the object and the concept represented by the cluster
[10]. New concepts can be added to the knowledge base along with the semantic
relations of the objects that belong to the concept. The concept implicitly induces
semantic similarity between all entities that are part of the concept.

Nearest neighbor graphs (NNG)

Nearest neighbor graphs are graphs constructed using the distances between the
objects and their k-closest neighbors [63]. The relation matrix provides the vector
representation of the entities suitable for constructing neighbor graphs using the
cosine distance metric. Algorithms for community detection applied to the NNG
constructed from the relation matrix can discover densely connected groups of nodes
that can represent new concepts. The community detection algorithms are special
cases of clustering algorithms, adapted for graphical data.

Deriving relations using association rules mining

Association rules mining is used for deriving common groups of items that are com-
monly involved in transactions. Applying association rules mining algorithms to the
relation matrix is possible by observing entities from one axis of the matrix as the
transaction and the entities from the other axis as item entities [76]. For example,
the relation matrix consisting of gene rows and disease columns can also be seen as
a list of diseases with potentially overlapping sets of related genes. Genes that are
commonly found as jointly related to a significant number of diseases uncover new
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semantic similarities between the genes. Different sets of genes may be considered
interesting depending on the parameters of the algorithm.

Deriving relations using latent semantic analysis (LSA)

As mentioned in the introduction, LSA [24] performs decomposition of the term-
document matrix which results in a matrix with a reduced number of dimensions
where individual word columns are substituted by the topics found in the documents.
The algorithm can be applied to the non-weighted, binary relation matrix, where
entities of one axis are analogous to documents and the entities of the other axis
are analogous to the terms. In the example of the gene-disease relation matrix, a
natural analogy would be the one where the diseases are analogous to documents
while genes are analogous to terms. Deriving topics in the relation matrix using LSA
discovers new concepts and semantic relations between the genes and the concepts,
but also the relations between the concepts and the diseases.

4.2.4 Automated method for deriving semantic similarity re-
lations

A novel method is designed for the automated deriving of new semantic similarity
relations, based on data from the BioGraph data model that utilizes clustering and
association rules mining to derive new semantic similarity relations. The key prop-
erty of the approach is the automation of the process that includes extraction of
required data from the data model, using the data for deriving new semantic simi-
larity relations using different data mining techniques, and importing the relations
back to the model. The approach can be represented as a pipeline starting with
stored BioGraph model data and ending as a new set of semantic relations ready
to be imported back into the BioGraph data model. The goal of the automated
method is to use minimum user inputs at the beginning of the process and auto-
matically analyze stored data and output new semantic similarity relations between
the objects. The general pipeline of the automated method consists of 5 steps:

1. context definition;

2. data extraction;

3. data preprocessing;

4. relation deriving;

5. importing relations.

A diagram of the general pipeline is shown in Figure 4.4. The method for au-
tomated deriving of new semantic relations can use two approaches for finding the
relations – clustering-based and approach based on association rules mining. The
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two approaches follow the steps of the general pipeline but have different relation-
deriving steps. Clustering-based relation deriving substeps are shown in Figure 4.5,
while the substeps for the approach based on the association rules mining are shown
in Figure 4.6

Figure 4.4: General pipeline for automated deriving of new semantic relations.

Figure 4.5: Relation deriving substeps of the pipeline for automated deriving of new
semantic relations based on clustering method.

Context definition step

Two entity objects can be similar in some contexts, while very dissimilar in others.
For this reason, it is essential to define a context in which semantic similarity rela-
tions will be sought. Two genes may be similar in the context of mutual involvement
in similar sets of diseases. In that case, relations and their weights between gene
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Figure 4.6: Relation deriving substeps of the pipeline for automated deriving of new
semantic relations based on association rules mining.

and disease entity objects can be used to evaluate the similarity between genes. In
the general case, the similarity between entity objects can be based on a set of re-
lations between entity objects of a given type and entity objects of any other type.
The context is defined as a set of relation types that are selected as important for
deriving new semantic similarity relations.

Data extraction step

When the context is defined using the relations types on which the similarity will
be computed, the data needs to be extracted from the database. Graph-friendly
structure of the BioGraph data model enables efficient finding of relations, of the
given types. The implemented method for automatic data extraction requires only
a list of relation types as input and outputs the list of found relations. An example
showing a selection of “RELATED WITH” type relations between genes and diseases,
omitting other available relations, is shown in Figure 4.7.

Data preprocessing step

Data preprocessing uses extracted relations to construct a data matrix which will
be used as input for the relation deriving step. The data matrix rows represent
entity objects between which the relation-deriving algorithm will attempt to find
new semantic similarity relations. Data matrix cells contain weights of the relations
extracted in the previous step. If the relations don’t have explicitly defined weights,
or the relation deriving step will use association rule mining, the matrix is a binary
matrix where a value of 1 in a cell (i, j) indicates the existence of the relation
between objects i and j. Conversion of weighted relations to binary ones is done
by thresholding the values, having values above a certain threshold transformed to
1, otherwise to 0. An example of a constructed data matrix based on the selected
“RELATED WITH” relations between genes and diseases and the ”score“ attribute
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selected as weights is shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7: Example of selecting relations as inputs for deriving similarity relations. The
example shows selecting “RELATED WITH” type relations between genes (black lines)
and diseases, omitting the other available relations (dashed lines).

Relation deriving step

In the relation deriving step, the data matrix is used to find new semantic similarity
(“IS SIMILAR TO” type) relations in data using clustering or association rules
mining method. Direct deriving of semantic similarity relations can be done by
computing various similarity measures, appropriate for high-dimensional data, on
the rows of the constructed data matrix. However, such results may require user-
input parameters that are not always objective enough to testify quality of the
relations. That is why this chapter focuses on two general-purpose methods using
clustering and association rules mining.

Deriving relations based on clustering

The clustering-based method for relation deriving uses a previously computed data
matrix for finding clusters in data. A cluster found in the data matrix composed
of the extracted relations represents a hyperedge of a hypergraph connecting all
mutually similar entity objects. As most graph database systems do not support
hyperedges, the cluster hyperedges are represented using special cluster entity ob-
jects connecting all entities linked with the hyperedge. Cluster entity objects are
created for each cluster. Parallel overview of clusters, hyperedges, and cluster entity
objects are shown in Figure 4.9. The clustering algorithm used in this step is not

fixed and may require additional algorithm-specific data preprocessing before it can
be used. The number of clusters in the data needs to be estimated and evaluated
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Figure 4.8: Example of constructed data matrix based on the selected relations and their
weights. The example shows values of the ”score“ attribute of “RELATED WITH” relations
between genes and diseases, selected as weight (a) and a matrix with thresholded values
using a threshold value of 0.5 (b).

and the best value is selected for the final output of cluster labels. For each clus-
ter label a new cluster entity object is created along with the edges connecting the
cluster entity with all elements belonging to the cluster.

Figure 4.9: Parallel overview of clusters (a), hyperedges (b), and cluster entity objects
(c).

Deriving relations based on association rules mining

The method for deriving semantic similarity relations based on association rules
mining uses a binary data matrix, constructed in the previous step, and views data
as a set of transactions. Depending on the use case, the data matrix may need to
be transposed before further analysis. There are no restrictions on which algorithm
should be used for finding frequent sets or association rules, but the values of mini-
mum support, lift, and confidence should be provided as user inputs.
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The derived association rules follow the structure of X −→ Y , interpreted as if
elements of a set X are present then elements from a set Y are also present in the
same transaction. These facts can be used to extract semantic similarity relations.
Association rules having set X of cardinality 1 reveal semantic similarity relations
between an element in X and all elements in Y .

Importing relations

All relations generated in the previous step are transformed and prepared for import-
ing back into the BioGraph data model, or individual analysis using any external
software. The new relations can be further combined with the relations already
stored in the data model for extracting additional relations using the same proposed
pipeline. All derived relations imported back to the BioGraph data model have a
”derived“ attribute set to “true”.
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Chapter 5

Model implementation and validation

For the purposes of validating the proposed BioGraph model, a BioGraph software
system was implemented. The implementation utilizes the BioGraph data model
for unifying metadata from external datasets and semantic search using the seman-
tic relations found in metadata as well as new relations derived by the system.
The system collects metadata from the external databases and stores the extracted
metadata according to the BioGraph model in graph data storage. Additionally, in
order to provide information about data imports and efficient indexing for keyword
searches, the data is recorded in a ledger. The implemented system provides data
searching methods exposed through an HTTP REST API which processes queries
written using an internal query language designed specifically for the BioGraph sys-
tem. The system is created using Javascript programming language and NodeJS
v19 runtime environment [62].

5.1 Software architecture

The BioGraph software system consists of five key components:

• data importers;

• core service;

• indexers;

• graph database adapters;

• HTTP REST API.

5.1.1 Data importers

The entry points for data into the BioGraph system are the data importers. Im-
porters transform data from the original formats of their external databases into

51
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objects in the BioGraph data model. A specialized importer is assigned to each ex-
ternal database. The initial list of importers can be extended to support data from
an arbitrary number of external databases. Importers fetch data from the external
source by sending API requests, download files, or even scrape Web pages, and load
the data for further processing. The entities, identifiers, data nodes, and relations
are recognized and extracted from the loaded using methods provided by the core
service. The outputs of the importers are arrays of BioGraph data model objects
prepared for storing in a local database. The scripts for importing data from all
supported databases are listed in the appendix.

5.1.2 Core service

Core service is the central component of the BioGraph system. The role of the core
service is to provide the importer service interface for creating BioGraph data model
objects and relations and preparing data received from the importers for indexing
and recording in the ledger. Additionally, the core service provides data storage
services by utilizing database adapters. Core service maintains a transactional way
of data inserts in the graph database and the ledger to maintain data consistency.
There are six core methods exposed from the core service and provided to the im-
porters for labeling and importing the metadata:

• beginImport

Method for starting new import. The method starts new transactions in both
the graph and ledger database and initializes a new import by assigning it a
unique identifier.

• createEntityNode

Method for creating entity model object based on the entity type and its
primary id.

• createIdentifierNode

Method for creating identifier model object based on the identifier type, title,
and value.

• createDataNode

Creating data object of the BioGraph data model. A certain attribute can be
noted as a description attribute so the description text value can be indexed
with a proper index for keyword searches.

• createEntityEdge

Method for creating relations of a given type, with a given payload, between
entity objects.
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• finishImport

Method for finalizing the active import. The data is prepared for storage in
both the graph and ledger database and the transactions are committed.

5.1.3 Indexers

Indexers provide services for storing and indexing import data in the ledger database.
There are four types of indexers:

• import indexer;

• entity indexer;

• identifier indexer;

• description indexer.

The import indexer stores information about the imports, such as the import times-
tamp or type of importer used for importing the data. The entity indexer logs all
entity types and primary identifiers contained within a given import, preventing
duplicate entries. The identifier indexer logs all entity identifiers, including the pri-
mary identifier, and creates an index structure for efficient entity search based on
the identifier values. The description indexer stores text descriptions of the entities
using an indexed structure designed for efficient keyword searches. The internal text
index was designed as an inverted index, a list of words where individual words refer
to a list of documents where they are mentioned.

5.1.4 Database adapters

Multiple database systems have been tested for storing metadata objects. Although
the model was successfully mapped to a relation database, querying speeds were
not satisfying, the decision was made to use a graph database system as the un-
derlying database. However, as the system was designed as database agnostic, it
is possible to use an arbitrary database management system for data storage. The
graph database adapters enable the connection between the BioGraph system and
arbitrary graph database systems. Each graph adapter exposes the same interface
facing the BioGraph system and transforms system requests to specific database
implementation calls. For the initial implementation of the BioGraph system, the
decision was to use the Neo4J [60] database management system, as it provides high
efficiency for performing data storage and retrieval of graph data structures.

A relational database was used as a ledger database to store the import metadata of
all objects and relations, preprocessed text metadata for semantic searches, and en-
tity identifiers for quicker entity lookups. Both graph and ledger databases are kept
synchronized, and data modification is done exclusively in transaction mode. For
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the specific implementation, we used the MySQL relational database management
system, but support is provided for connecting different relational databases.

5.1.5 HTTP REST API

HTTP Representational State Transfer (REST) [61] API enables querying the data
from the BioGraph system using user-implemented programs. The API supports
two types of queries:

• graph queries;

• keyword queries.

The graph queries are queries where the input is a pattern that should be matched
from the graph database and the results are represented as subgraphs of the stored
knowledge graph. The format of the graph queries follows the internal query lan-
guage schema.

Keyword queries are queries that fetch entities of a given from the graph database
type by matching the given list of keywords against the text descriptions and iden-
tifiers of the stored entities. Data indexes are heavily utilized with both types of
queries.

5.1.6 Internal query language

To remain database-agnostic, a simple and generic internal query language was
designed that can be easily transformed into any of the native languages of the
underlying database systems to support easy and efficient searches through metadata
following the structure of the proposed model. The search is performed using query
objects in JSON [67] format, divided into two segments – “match” and “params”.
The “match” segment lists the relations between the searched entities, while the
“params” segment lists the identifiers and attributes of the searched objects and
relations. The query language was inspired by the Cypher [28] query language used
with the Neo4J database management system. An example of a query using internal
BioGraph query language is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.1.7 Data flows

To give a complete picture of the BioGraph system, Figure 5.2 shows enumerated
steps for data transformation and retrieval, from importing data into the graph and
ledger database to fetching the query results in the Web user interface. The central
group of services, shown in Figure 5.2, enclosed in a blue dashed rectangle, is the
core of the BioGraph system. Importers, enclosed in a green dashed rectangle, are
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{
"match": [

"(A:Protein)-[geneProteinRelation:FROM]-(B:Gene)"
],
"params": {

"A": {
"data": [

{
"field": "disorder_content",
"op": "GTE",
"value": 0.9,
"isNumber": true

}
]

}
}

}

Figure 5.1: Example of an internal BioGraph query in JSON format. The query fetches
all genes and related proteins where the protein disorder content is 0.9 or higher.

dynamic services, that can be modified to fit any external data source. The first
step of the process (step 1) is the collection of raw data from external databases.

The raw data are collected from external data sources (step 1) and a subset of
the collected data is labeled and transformed into BioGraph model elements using
importers specialized for the selected external data source. The list of importers
shown in the figure is not final, it represents the current state of the system and
can be easily extended for different data sources. Labeled metadata and relations
(step 2) are then sent to the BioGraph core service, which prepares graph nodes
and edges based on the BioGraph model elements and sends them to indexers for
storing in the ledger database (step 3). Indexers individually log all objects into the
ledger database (step 4), preventing duplicate entries. New, non-duplicate, entries
are sent to the graph database adapter (step 5) which converts graph elements into
storage queries in the native language of the underlying graph database and executes
them (step 6). External applications, like BioGraph Web UI, communicate with the
BioGraph services using exposed API (step 7). The applications send queries in the
form of the internal JSON query language. API sends parsed queries to either the
indexers (step 8a), in case of keyword queries, or the graph database adapter (step
8b), in case of graph queries. Graph queries are executed on the graph database
(step 9a) while keyword queries are executed on the ledger database (step 9b).
New graph database adapters can be implemented for many of the existing graph
database management systems.
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Figure 5.2: Diagram representing the architecture of the system which implements Bio-
Graph data model. The data is downloaded using APIs of the external data sources, FTP
access or even scraping the Web pages (step 1). The subset of collected data is labeled
within the import service and mapped to BioGraph objects and relations. In the next step
(step 2), labeled objects and relations go to the BioGraph Core service where the objects
are first logged in the ledger database using indexers (step 3). Identifiers, descriptions,
and general import information are indexed individually and stored in the ledger database
(step 4). Duplicate entries are skipped, while non-duplicate objects and relations are sent
to the graph database adapter (step 5). The graph database adapter transforms objects
and relations into native storage queries of the underlying graph database and executes
the queries on the graph database (step 6). Storing both graph and ledger data is done in
transaction mode, to prevent data inconsistencies.

5.2 Material

For validating the model, we collected metadata from five different data sources:

• DisProt;

• HGNC;

• IEDB;

• Tantigen 2.0;

• DisGeNET.
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Metadata from the DisProt database was collected from DisProt API in JSON for-
mat, and metadata from the HGNC and DisGeNET databases were downloaded
as JSON documents from the website. Metadata from the IEDB database were
downloaded as CSV documents while metadata from Tantigen 2.0 database were
collected by scraping the website in HTML format. All collected metadata were
successfully transformed, connected, and imported into the BioGraph system. The
extracted metadata contained more than 16 million model objects, of which more
than 2,500,000 individual entity objects, interconnected with more than 21 million
relations. An example of the mapping of metadata between gene A1BG and Ade-
nocarcinoma disease from the DisGeNET dataset is shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Diagram representing metadata from DisGeNET dataset record mapped to
BioGraph model.

5.2.1 DisProt dataset

DisProt (Database of Disordered Proteins) dataset contains data on intrinsically
disordered proteins from different species. The dataset currently consists of over
2,300 protein entries, containing information on:

• protein sequence;

• entry curator information;

• identifiers in DisProt and UniProt dataset;
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• source organism taxonomy information;

• source genes;

• computed disorder content percentage;

• structural annotations and evidence for the annotations in the form of refer-
ences to research publications confirming the annotations.

The importer dedicated to processing metadata from the DisProt dataset collects
protein identifiers, disorder content information, source organism taxons, and genes
related to proteins. Gene data contains primary symbols of the genes but also the
alias symbols, which are all included by the importer. The data from the DisProt
dataset is collected as a complete dataset in JSON format. The current size of the
dataset in JSON format (version 2023_06) is 19.1 MB, containing data on 2649
proteins. Disordered regions were not included in the metadata imported with the
current version of DisProt importer but there are no technical restrictions for adding
the support for disordered regions in the following updates.

5.2.2 HGNC dataset

The HGNC (HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee, where HUGO stands for Hu-
man Genome Organization) dataset contains information on gene symbols, iden-
tifiers, gene chromosome locations, and their respective protein references for all
known human genes. The current dataset (data available on 08.2023) contains 43,621
entries of human genes and also includes the identifiers of the ortholog genes found
in mouse and rat genomes. Our importer collects all available identifiers, including
the orthologs, and UniProt protein references, and associates them with the proper
organism taxons.

5.2.3 IEDB dataset

IEDB (Immune Epitope Database) dataset contains data on immune epitopes from
different organisms. Each epitope is associated with its source antigen, including
identifier references to both protein and non-protein antigens, and source organism
taxon. Although the dataset contains more information, like those related to dis-
eases, we decided for our model verification to use only the subset of information
containing the relations between epitopes and antigens. The dataset is downloaded
by the importer from the website https://www.iedb.org/database_export_v3.php
in TSV format. The size of the data depends on the data that is present in the
database at the time of download.
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5.2.4 Tantigen 2.0 dataset

Tantigen 2.0 dataset contains data on human tumor antigens containing HLA ligands
and immune T-cell epitopes. The data contains:

• antigen accession ID;

• antigen sequence;

• protein reference from UniProt dataset;

• source gene reference from NCBI data set;

• antigen full name and synonyms;

• links to the antigen mutation and isoform entries;

• list of T-cell epitopes and HLA ligands of the antigen.

The database website does not provide API access or downloadable files. The im-
porter scrapes the content of the website and transforms the collected HTML pages
into JSON documents as a preprocessing step. The information collected from the
Tantigen 2.0 and transformed into BioGraph model objects includes all available in-
formation except the antigen sequences. The current total number of antigen entries
in the Tantigen 2.0 dataset (valid version date 09 March 2017) is 4,297.

5.2.5 DisGeNET dataset

DisGeNet (Disease Gene Network) dataset contains information on the relations
between genes and human diseases collected from multiple sources. The dataset
consists of 1,134,942 gene-disease relation entries. Each relation contains information
on:

• gene symbol;

• disease concept identifier;

• dPI - Disease pleiotropy index;

• dSI - Disease specificity index;

• disGeNET gene-disease association score.

The data are downloaded as a TSV file by the importer. All the information available
in the file is collected by the importer and transformed into BioGraph model objects.
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5.3 Deriving new semantic similarity relations in
BioGraph data model

The pipeline for deriving new semantic similarity relations, described in the pre-
vious chapter, is implemented following both the clustering-based method and the
method based on association rules mining. The spectral clustering algorithm was
selected for the clustering-based method, as it provides good flexibility for clusters
of arbitrary shapes and is a natural choice when dealing with graph data. The input
for spectral clustering is a graph, so a neighbor graph was computed using the data
matrix. For each entity object, k nearest neighbors were found and connected in the
neighbor graph. As the data matrix is a sparse matrix, cosine similarity was used as
a proximity measure. The resulting graph was represented using the affinity matrix.

The affinity matrix was then used for computing the graph Laplacian matrix for
which the eigenvalues and eigenvectors were computed. The eigenvectors were sorted
by their respective eigenvalues in ascending order and used as inputs for the K-means
clustering algorithm. To estimate the number of clusters, the elbow method was used
with the Sum Squared Error (SSE) measure. Finally, the K-means algorithm with
the selected optimal number of clusters was used to label data objects. Cluster labels
were used for creating cluster entity objects with relations to all data objects within
the respective cluster. Implemented clustering method substeps of the relation de-
riving step are shown in Figure 5.4. Another clustering algorithm that can be used
for deriving semantic relations within hierarchical data is agglomerative clustering.

The relation deriving based on association rules mining starts with a data matrix

Figure 5.4: Diagram representing spectral clustering substeps for relation deriving.
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which is transformed into an itemset matrix. The set of frequent items was com-
puted using the FP-Growth algorithm. Association rules were then extracted from
the frequent set using selected minimum support, confidence, and lift parameters.

All steps of the pipeline were implemented as individual Python language scripts.
The outputs of each script were written in temporary output files and the param-
eters were set as command-line arguments. All scripts were listed in the particular
order as a pipeline in a shell script.

5.4 User interface

Users with technical experience can write their own applications to submit queries
to BioGraph and use BioGraph as a backend system. Even though the integrated
query language is simple and intuitive for users with technical backgrounds, it still
may not be friendly enough for users with little or no technical experience. That
is why we have also implemented a Web-based graphical user interface, developed
using ReactJS [71] framework, that communicates with BioGraph and can be used
to create graph and keyword queries using the graphical interface. It enables users
to select predefined entity types and relations between the selected entities to draw
a pattern that will be matched against the metadata graph. Graphical queries allow
users without significant technical experience to intuitively create complex queries
and discover indirect links between entities. Users can further explore the metadata
of the entities from the query results and navigate through the graph following
relations to neighboring entities. Additionally, the Web interface offers example
queries and a help section to enable quicker onboarding of new users and a better
understanding of the data retrieval process using graphical queries. All executed
queries and results can be exported to files for further reuse and analysis. Queries
can be exported in JSON, while the results can be exported in CSV format.

An example of a graphical query and the query results can be seen in Figure 5.5.
The graphical query describes a pattern connecting genes and related diseases with
a relation score greater than 0.5, where the genes are also related to proteins with a
disorder content percentage greater than 0.9. The relation score between the gene
and the disease is the DisGeNET gene-disease association score [68]. Additionally,
the requirement was that genes are also tumor antigens, and to match all epitopes
related to those tumor antigens. All matched patterns for the given graphical query
are shown in Figure 5.6 displays. As the patterns are often not linear, the result
patterns were decomposed into linear disjoint paths. The results of the query are
shown in Figure 5.6, where the first results match the example shown in Figure 4.2.

Writing this type of query can be challenging in native database languages while
drawing a graphical pattern that the query should match is easy and intuitive.
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Figure 5.5: Example of a graphical query drawn using BioGraph Web interface. The
data is fetched from imported metadata from the currently supported data sources. The
query attempts to find links between Diseases and Genes with a DisGeNET relation score
of 0.5 and greater, where genes are transcribed into proteins, with disorder content of 0.9
or higher and genes are also tumor antigens. Protein metadata comes from the DisProt
dataset, gene metadata comes from the HGNC dataset, and disease metadata comes from
the DisGeNet database. Epitopes, from Tantigen 2.0 and IEDB are also fetched for the
matched tumor antigens. The query pattern matches the structure of the example shown
in Figure 4.2

.
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Figure 5.6: List of results received when querying the genes which are transcribed into
highly disordered proteins (disorder content greater than or equal to 0.9) and linked with
diseases with DisGeNET relation score of 0.5 and greater. It was requested that the genes
in the results are also tumor antigens and fetch all epitopes related to the antigens. The
results are displayed as matched paths in the knowledge graph. The example shown in
Figure 4.2 matches the first result in the list.

The results show paths from the matched patterns. Selecting any node from any
path displays details about the specific entity and lists all the connected data and
identifiers from all datasets. By following the relations listed in the entity, the
user can easily traverse the graph and track the relations between the entities. An
example of details for a specific gene is displayed in Figure 5.7. Besides using
pattern matching, entities can also be searched using keyword searches through input
fields located in entity nodes. An example of searching disease entity matching the
keyword “pneumonia” is displayed in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Details of a single gene entity, displaying information collected from multiple
data sources.

Figure 5.8: Searching diseases using keyword “pneumonia”.



Chapter 6

Results and discussion

The thesis presents a formal definition of the novel BioGraph data model, a proposed
software architecture that enables the implementation of a system based on the data
model, and a generalized automatic pipeline for extracting new semantic similarity
relations between objects from the proposed data model.

The described data model is a general-purpose data model, suitable for various
use cases, but primarily designed for biological data. It enables the unification
of heterogeneous data from various external sources as well as a unified semantic
search over the unified data. The model specifies three core object types that form
the backbone of the model which can be used to represent objects and their relations
from an arbitrary domain. All domain-specific definitions are specified in higher-
level schemas without modification of the model or the search functions. The model’s
ability to represent heterogeneous data was tested by unifying data from five different
databases - DisProt, HGNC, IEDB, Tantigen 2.0, and DisGeNET, testifying to the
flexibility and expressiveness of the model. The resulting graph included more than
17 million nodes of which 2.5 individual biological entities with over 21 million
relationships. The model specification and the system architecture proposal were
published in [88] and [83] and also presented at [86], and [87]

The system was designed as a modular, database-agnostic system easily adaptable
to any underlying database management system. The list of importers used for
data loading is extensible, allowing the system to support importing data from
any data source by adding new import scripts using only several methods exposed
from the core library. Content addressing and multiple indices indexing enables the
detection of duplicate data and quick data searching using complex graph queries.
The keyword queries utilize a reverse lookup index to quickly retrieve identifiers
matching partial query strings.

Discovering semantically similar objects in big datasets is a difficult challenge, due
to the large volume of data and the requirement for using or writing custom software
for a specific data analysis. On the other side, being able to find new relations in the
base knowledge provides the ability to extract new knowledge which reveals hidden
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patterns in data and gives a wider context to the domain. The pipeline for the
automated discovery of new semantic similarity relations, introduced in this thesis,
is an unsupervised process that finds new semantic similarity relations in data stored
in the BioGraph data model. It is implemented in a way that requires only a small
number of parameters, depending on the selected analysis algorithm. The output
of the pipeline is a set of relations and objects prepared for importing back into the
data model and ready to be used in a new analysis.

6.1 Comparison with the existing data unification
and querying systems

For any software system to be accepted by the research community, the availability
of the system is the key property. Open-source and free-to-use systems are reaching a
wider audience and providing their utility at a much higher degree than payware sys-
tems. On the other hand, deploying a sophisticated system on a platform available to
researchers worldwide is unfeasible without any financial support. The decision was
to maintain the free availability of the system and its open-source properties by en-
abling the users to deploy the system components locally on their machines easily.
The source code for the system can be found at https://github.com/aleksandar-
veljkovic/biograph and the deployed version of the BioGraph Web UI can be found
at http://andromeda.matf.bg.ac.rs:54321/. The Monarch [77] and ROBOKOP [12]
systems also follow the idea of open-source availability, while the Elsevier Biology
graph [25] is a closed-source software.

The following important property for the broader adoption of a software system in
the research community is simplicity. The intention was to create a simple, easy-
to-use system that allows users with almost no technical know-how to express their
data searching requests in the simplest possible way, enabled by the simplicity of the
underlying data model. Simple data searching is enabled by graphical queries, where
users draw the patterns between entities while also having the ability to run keyword
searches to find specific entities that should be included in the search. Monarch al-
lows users to run keyword searches but not pattern queries. ROBOKOP system
allows drawing queries in graphical form but in a generalized and unintuitive way,
making the system’s usage difficult for regular users. GeneCards.org [29] provides
keyword-based search tools and does not support matching patterns between mul-
tiple entities. It also has support for queries using natural language. The decision
was not to support natural language queries in the initial version of the querying
interface. Natural language queries, while being easy to use by the users, introduce
unnecessary ambiguity in queries and uncertainty in results.

Extensibility is another key property. The easy extensibility of the data model and
the overall software system is necessary for continuous development and upgrades of
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the system, not only by the authors but also by the research community members.
The proposed system and data model, being open-source, along with the easy ad-
dition of new import scripts, allow users to develop new scripts for importing data
from countless data sources. Besides developing import scripts and other upgrades
for themselves, developers can share their upgrades with other community members
worldwide and further expand the adoption. Both Monarch and ROBOKOP, as
open-source systems, enable the extensibility of their systems.

It is often the case that the results of one research are inputs for the others. That is
why saving the search results is also a feature of our system. Besides saving the re-
sults, the BioGraph system also allows saving and loading queries, so the researchers
can share their queries and run them on different machines instead of transferring
the results, which are orders of magnitude larger than the queries. ROBOKOP
system also allows saving and loading queries from files, while Monarch does not
provide those features.

A comparison between existing solutions and the BioGraph model, with the corre-
sponding querying system, is presented in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Comparison between the BioGraph system and currently existing solutions.
The BioGraph system fulfills all the given criteria, except natural language queries when
compared to similar systems. The question marks in the table represent the states where
the criteria could not be evaluated.

Criterion BioGraph ROBOKOP Monarch GeneCards BKG1

Open-source ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Local deployment ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Pattern querying ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ?

Graphical queries ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ?

Extensibility ✓ ✗ ✗ ? ?

Natural Language
Queries

✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ?

Loading and Stor-
ing Queries

✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ?

User-friendly ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ?

1Elsevier Biology Knowledge Graph
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6.2 Advantages and disadvantages

The BioGraph system presents a compelling framework for semantic data unifica-
tion in the domain of bioinformatics, offering several notable advantages, as well
as encountering certain challenges. One of the primary benefits of the BioGraph
system lies in its capacity to unify heterogeneous data sources, a longstanding issue
in bioinformatics. Structuring the metadata within a knowledge graph, the system
enables the integration and normalization of information from diverse bioinformatics
databases. This property mitigates issues created using disconnected data silos and
enables a more holistic understanding of biological systems. The result is heightened
research efficiency, as it enables the analysis of data originating from a multitude
of sources, thereby providing deeper insights. The BioGraph UI application pro-
vides a seamless querying functionality for metadata across various bioinformatics
databases. Researchers can access and retrieve metadata without the need to learn
the intricacies of each database’s interface, thus significantly streamlining the re-
search process. Automated process for deriving new semantic similarity relations
enables discovery of new knowledge with minimal user intervention, hidden in large
heterogeneous datasets.

However, the flexibility and generality of the BioGraph system come with a cost.
Adding metadata from a new database requires implementing a new import script,
created specifically for the new database without the ability to reuse the script in
general cases for additional databases. Luckily, import scripts are easily imple-
mented with the help of simple API exposed by the core service. Another challenge
of the BioGraph system is the time required for loading the initial data, which
depends on the hardware resources of the machine that performs the import and
can take several hours to complete. Similar time requirements apply for the auto-
mated deriving of new relations, especially when a large set of the existing relations
is selected for deriving new semantic similarity relations. Although the system is
designed as database-agnostic, different implementations of the system on different
database systems may require careful analysis of the choice of indexing techniques
and attributes, as the efficiency of the querying system heavily relies on proper
indexing and data joining and traversal methods.

6.3 Examples of biomedical applications

6.3.1 Genes related to Parkinson’s disease

To show the usefulness of the BioGraph model for researchers in the field of bioinfor-
matics the following example will describe the process of finding all genes that are
closely related to Parkinson’s disease [65] using the BioGraph web interface. The
gene data is extracted from the HGNC [75] database and diseases along with their
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associations with the genes are extracted from the DisGeNET [68] database. A user
can query the system in a unified manner, without the knowledge of the specific
database from which the data originates. The scripts used for importing data from
the two databases into the BioGraph data model are listed in the appendix.

When the BioGraph web interface is loaded, the user is presented with a blank can-
vas where a graph query should be created. The start screen with a blank canvas is
shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Blank canvas of the BioGraph Web interface waiting for the user to design a
graph query.

A user can create nodes of the graph query by clicking on the canvas using a left
mouse click. As a result, a generic node will appear on the canvas waiting for the
user to select the entity type that the node will represent. For this example, the
first node to be created will be a disease entity node that will represent Parkinson’s
disease. The steps required for the user to create the disease entity node are shown
in Figure 6.2.

In this state, the created disease node represents any disease found in any of the
underlying databases. To specify that the node represents Parkinson’s disease, the
user can enter the name of the disease in the search field or directly list the disease
id in the node properties. When the user enters even the part of the disease name
in the search input field of the disease node, a list of found diseases matching the
keyword query appears under the search input field. The user then selects the item
in the list and the disease node now represents only the selected disease. An example
of the process of associating the disease node to a specific disease is shown in Figure
6.3.
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Figure 6.2: Steps required for the user to create the disease entity node. The user clicks
on the blank part of the canvas using a left mouse click and a generic node appears (a).
The user then selects the required entity type from the "Entity type" dropdown of the
generic node (b), in this case, the "Disease" type. Finally, the generic node is transformed
into a disease entity node (c)

Figure 6.3: Example of the process of associating the disease node to a specific disease.
The user inputs part of the disease name into the search input field, in this case, the word
"Parkinson" (a). A list of matched diseases with their identifiers is shown in the list below
the input field (b). The user selects the item on the list and the node is now associated
with Parkinson’s disease (c).

When the disease node is associated with Parkinson’s disease, the next step
is getting genes associated with the disease. To do that, the user creates a gene
entity node following the same flow described for the disease entity node, with the
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exception that the entity type is now gene. An example of this process is shown in
Figure 6.4. The user does not know which genes will be represented by the node
as that is to be answered by the query results, no identifier is specified for the gene
node.

Figure 6.4: Steps required for the user to create the gene entity node. The user clicks on
the blank part of the canvas using a left mouse click and a generic node appears (a). The
user then selects the required entity type from the "Entity type" dropdown of the generic
node (b), in this case, the "Gene" type. Finally, the generic node is transformed into a
gene entity node (c)

The requested association between the genes and the disease needs to be explic-
itly listed in the query. In the case of this example, the query should return all
genes that have a high association score with Parkinson’s disease. To do this, the
user connects the gene and the disease node using a proper relation. The relation
between the nodes is created by holding a left mouse click over the relation handle
circle below the one entity node and dragging it to the relation circle below the
other entity node. The generic relation will appear between the two nodes. The
user selects the relation type from the relation’s dropdown list. In this case, the
relation type will be "Disease gene relation". This relation type has a parameter
"Relation score" which indicates the strength of the association between the genes
and the disease expressed as the DisGeNET score. The input parameters for the
relation properties are displayed by clicking the "Add property" label below the re-
lation type dropdown. For this example, the user sets the relation score property to
be greater than or equal to 0.7. The relation score value in this case corresponds to
the DisGeNET association score between genes and diseases. An example showing
the creation of the relations between the gene and disease nodes is shown in Figure
6.5
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Figure 6.5: Creating relation between gene and disease nodes. The user creates the
relation by dragging the relation line from the relation circle handle of one node and
dropping it on the circle relation handle of the other node (a and b). The user then selects
the relation type (c). Relation properties are added by clicking on the "Add property" label
(d) and the property list inputs are displayed (e). The user selects from the inputs the
"Relation score" property, the DisGeNET association score between genes and diseases,
and sets it to greater than or equal to 0.7.

The constructed query is now ready to be executed by clicking the "Run query"
button located at the bottom of the screen. The final query is displayed in Figure
6.6. The results of the query are shown in the table below the query and, for this
example, they include one specific result – a gene highly associated with Parkinson’s
disease. The result shows that the gene highly associated with Parkinson’s disease
is PLA2G6. The validity of this result is verified in [78]. Clicking on the label
PLA2G6-9606 in the results, where the suffix “-9606” signals that the gene came
from the Homo Sapiens organism (taxon identifier 9606), more details about the
gene PLA2G6 are displayed. Figure 6.7 shows the results table for the given
query and details of the PLA2G6 gene. The gene details include all identifiers and
metadata collected from all available databases as well as the relations between the
PLA2G6 and other entity objects.
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Figure 6.6: Query for extracting all genes highly related to Parkinson’s disease.

Figure 6.7: Results of the query for extracting all genes highly related to Parkinson’s
disease (a) and details of the PLA2G6 gene (b).

6.3.2 Genes related to pancreatic cancer

Another example that demonstrates the usability of the BioGraph system is finding
the genes highly associated with specific types of tumors, such as pancreatic cancer.
A query is constructed in a similar way as it was the case with genes related to
Parkinson’s disease, with the exception that the relation score threshold between
genes and pancreatic cancer disease is set to greater than or equal to 0.3. The query
is shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Query for extracting all genes highly related to pancreatic cancer.

The results for the given query contain 9 different genes: RABL3, BRCA1,
BRCA2, CDKN2A, KRAS, SMAD4, TP53, PALLD, and PALB2. All genes are
scientifically proven to be related to pancreatic cancer [38]. The results for the
given query are shown in Figure 6.9. If the threshold value for association between
genes and diseases is omitted, the system finds 43 related genes. All 43 genes are
shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Genes found to be related to pancreatic cancer.

MAGT1 H3P10 H3P8 GTF2H5 RABL3
IDO2 ALPP ALPI ATM BRCA1
BRCA2 CD47 CDK2 CFTR CDKN2A
CDKN1A CDH10 CPB1 ERCC2 FANCC
FANCG MSH6 IAPP KRAS LCN2
SMAD4 MSH2 PKHD1 RNASEL S100A9
SPINK1 STK11 TIMP1 TP53 CDK2AP2
SUB1 RPP14 CHEK2 PALLD
PALD1 LAMTOR2 SF3B6 PALB2
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Figure 6.9: Results of the query for extracting all genes highly related to pancreatic
cancer.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis presents challenges of unification and search of bioinformatics data and
proposes solutions for the given challenges. The most significant contributions of
the thesis are the definition and implementation of the BioGraph data model for
the unification of metadata from heterogeneous bioinformatics databases and the
automated pipeline for deriving new semantic similarity relations based on a set of
existing relations found in the unified data.

The unification of heterogeneous data from many data sources provides a holistic
view of intricate relationships between entities observed collectively instead of indi-
vidually in isolated databases. The knowledge graphs provide the backbone struc-
ture for supporting such data unification but also unified searching of the unified
data using complex graph query patterns. Implementation of a scalable knowledge
graph system with a robust and flexible data model that supports efficient query-
ing was a challenge that the work presented in this thesis attempted to solve. The
results of the work are encouraging and provide motivation for further efforts for
improvement and wider adoption of the BioGraph system in the scientific commu-
nity.

The pipeline for automated discovery of semantic similarity relations is a promising
base point for the development of knowledge-based bioinformatics systems with the
ability to perform unsupervised learning of new relations between the objects stored
in the knowledge database. Such a system would provide great assistance in many
domains, but most significantly in the biomedical domain. Discovering hidden re-
lations between diseases and various clinical parameters would enable the detection
of new molecular pathways that could be used for drug discovery purposes.

The technical disadvantages associated with the BioGraph system, as discussed in
the previous chapter, undoubtedly present a significant challenge to its broader
adoption. However, it is important to view these limitations as a necessary step on
the path toward developing a more efficient and comprehensive system. Having the
system with an open source code allows the assistance of a broad community in solv-
ing the challenges but also proposing new features and applications of the system.
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As there is currently no repository of community-developed importers, a reasonable
assumption is that different community members may develop importers with slight
differences in attribute naming or entity object selection for metadata originating
from the same databases, resulting in multiple variations of essentially the same
importers. Solving this issue will require standardization of the import script devel-
opment process with precise guidelines and the creation of a central repository of
import scripts.

The steps following the presented research include further improvements in the ef-
ficiency of the software architecture, testing the model for unification of data from
even more data sources, improving the automated pipeline for detecting more types
of semantic relations, and exploring possibilities of designing additional software
systems that would use the BioGraph core system and its powerful data model in a
vast number of applications in the bioinformatics domain.
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Appendix A

Database importers

The import scripts for importing data from the original databases into the BioGraph
data model are listed here.

A.1 DisProt data importer

1 const axios = require(’axios ’);
2
3 class DisprotImporter {
4 constructor(bg) {
5 this.bg = bg;
6 this.importer = ’disprot ’;
7 this.importerVersion = ’1.0’;
8 this.dataSource = ’DisProt ’;
9 console.log(’Disprot importer loaded ’);

10 }
11
12 async run() {
13 const { bg } = this;
14
15 // Start new import
16 await bg.beginImport(this.importer , this.importerVersion ,

this.dataSource);
17
18 console.log(’Importing data from DisProt ...’);
19
20 // DisProt URL
21 const url = ’https :// disprot.org/api/search?release=current

&show_ambiguous=false&show_obsolete=false&format=json’
22
23 // Acc list of all imported proteins from disprot
24 const proteinAcc = [];
25
26 console.log(’Downloading DisProt data ...’);
27 const { data , size } = (await axios.get(url)).data;
28 console.log(’Download complete , preparing data ...’);
29
30 let i = 0;
31
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32 console.log(’Parsing import data’);
33 for (const protein of data) {
34 i += 1;
35
36 // Logging progres
37 if (i > 0 && i % 100 == 0) {
38 console.log(‘DisProt: ${i}/${data.length}‘);
39 }
40
41 const {
42 acc ,
43 disprot_id ,
44 name ,
45 genes ,
46 } = protein;
47
48 proteinAcc.push(acc);
49
50 let uniref50 = null;
51 if (protein.uniref50 != null) {
52 uniref50 = protein.uniref50;
53 }
54
55 let uniref90 = null;
56 if (protein.uniref90 != null) {
57 uniref90 = protein.uniref90;
58 }
59
60 let uniref100 = null;
61 if (protein.uniref100 != null) {
62 uniref100 = protein.uniref100;
63 }
64
65 const proteinEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Protein ’, acc);
66 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’id’, ’

DisProt ID’, disprot_id);
67 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’id’, ’UniProt

ID’, acc);
68 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’url’, ’

UniProt URL’, ‘https:// uniprot.org/uniprot/${disprot_id }‘)
;

69
70 if (uniref50 != null) {
71 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’id’, ’

UniRef 50’, uniref50);
72 }
73
74 if (uniref90 != null) {
75 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’id’, ’

UniRef 90’, uniref90);
76 }
77
78 if (uniref100 != null) {
79 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’id’, ’

UniRef 100’, uniref100);
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80 }
81
82 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’url’, ’

DisProt URL’, ‘https:// disprot.org/${disprot_id }‘);
83 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’name’, ’

Protein Name’, name);
84
85
86 // Taxonomy
87 // ==========================
88
89 const taxonId = ‘${protein.ncbi_taxon_id }‘;
90
91 const organismName = protein.organism;
92
93 const organismEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’Organism ’

, taxonId);
94
95 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’id’, ’Taxon

ID’, taxonId);
96 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’id’, ’

Taxon Name’, organismName);
97
98 // Gene
99 // =========================

100
101 if (genes != null) {
102 for (const gene of genes) {
103 let geneEntityId = null
104 let rootGeneEntityId = null
105 if (gene.name != null) {
106 const geneSymbol = gene.name.value;
107 rootGeneEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’Gene’,

geneSymbol);
108 geneEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’Gene’, ‘${

geneSymbol}-${taxonId}‘);
109
110 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId , geneEntityId

, ’FROM’, {});
111 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
112 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

rootGeneEntityId , ’IS_INSTANCE ’, {});
113 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’Gene

symbol ’, geneSymbol);
114 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id’, ’

Gene symbol ’, geneSymbol);
115 }
116
117 if (geneEntityId != null && gene.synonyms != null) {
118 const geneSynonyms = gene.synonyms.map(el => el.value);
119 for (const synonym of geneSynonyms) {
120 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

Synonym ’, synonym);
121 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id’,

’Synonym ’, synonym);
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122 }
123 }
124 }
125 }
126
127 await bg.createDataNode(organismEntityId , ’DisProt ’, {

species: taxonId });
128
129 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId , organismEntityId ,

’FROM’, {});
130
131 // Protein data
132 // ==========================
133
134 const disorderContent = parseFloat(protein.disorder_content);
135 const regionsCounter = parseInt(protein.regions_counter);
136
137 await bg.createDataNode(proteinEntityId , ’DisProt ’, {
138 disorder_content: disorderContent ,
139 regions_counter: regionsCounter ,
140 });
141 }
142
143 console.log(‘DisProt: ${size}/${size}‘)
144
145 // Finish and commit the import
146 await bg.finishImport ();
147 console.log(’Disprot import complete ’);
148 }
149 }
150
151 module.exports = DisprotImporter;

Listing A.1: DisProt data importer script

A.2 HGNC data importer

1 const axios = require(’axios ’);
2
3 class HGNCImporter {
4 constructor(bg) {
5 this.bg = bg;
6 this.importer = ’hgnc’;
7 this.importerVersion = ’1.0’;
8 this.dataSource = ’HGNC’;
9 console.log(’HGNC importer loaded ’);

10 }
11
12 async run() {
13 const { bg } = this;
14
15 // Start new import
16 await bg.beginImport(this.importer , this.importerVersion ,

this.dataSource);
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17
18 console.log(’Importing data from HGNC ...’);
19
20 // HGNC URL
21 const url = ’http ://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/genenames/

hgnc/json/hgnc_complete_set.json’
22
23 console.log(’Downloading data ...’);
24 const { docs: data } = (await axios.get(url)).data.response;
25 const size = data.length;
26 console.log(’Download complete , preparing data ...’);
27
28 let i = 0;
29
30 console.log(’Parsing import data’);
31 const organismEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Organism ’, ‘9606‘);
32 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’id’, ’NCBI

ID’, ’9606’);
33
34
35 for (const gene of data) {
36 i += 1;
37
38 if (i % 100 == 0) {
39 console.log(‘HGNC: ${i}/${data.length}‘);
40 }
41
42 // Logging progres
43 if (i > 0 && i % 2000 == 0) {
44 console.log(‘HGNC: ${i}/${data.length}‘);
45 await bg.closeBatch ();
46 }
47
48 const {
49 symbol ,
50 alias_symbol: alias_symbols ,
51 alias_name: alias_names ,
52 name ,
53 omim_id: omim_ids ,
54 rgd_id: rgd_ids ,
55 ucsc_id: ucsc_id ,
56 entrez_id ,
57 ensembl_gene_id ,
58 gene_group: gene_groups ,
59 gene_group_id: gene_group_ids ,
60 location ,
61 locus_type ,
62 locus_group ,
63 status ,
64 vega_id ,
65 hgnc_id ,
66 ncbi_id ,
67 uniprot_ids ,
68 refseq_accession: refseq_accessions ,
69 pubmed_id: pubmed_ids ,
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70 gene_family_id: gene_family_ids ,
71 gene_family: gene_families ,
72 ccds_ids ,
73 mgd_id: mgd_ids ,
74 enzyme_id: enzyme_ids ,
75 mane_select ,
76 } = gene;
77
78 const rootGeneEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Gene’, symbol);
79 const geneEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’Gene’,

‘${symbol }-9606‘);
80 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

rootGeneEntityId , ’IS_INSTANCE ’, {});
81 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
82
83 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’name’, ’

Gene Symbol ’, symbol);
84 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’name’,

’Gene Symbol ’, symbol);
85
86 if (name != null) {
87 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’name’,

’Gene Name’, name);
88 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’

name’, ’Gene Name’, name);
89 }
90
91 if (entrez_id != null) {
92 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

Entrez ID’, entrez_id);
93 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Entrez ID’, entrez_id);
94 }
95
96 if (ensembl_gene_id != null) {
97 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

Ensembl Gene ID’, ensembl_gene_id);
98 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Ensembl Gene ID’, ensembl_gene_id);
99 }

100
101 if (vega_id != null) {
102 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

Vega ID’, vega_id);
103 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Vega ID’, vega_id);
104 }
105
106 if (hgnc_id != null) {
107 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

HGNC ID’, hgnc_id);
108 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’HGNC ID’, hgnc_id);
109 }
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110
111 if (ncbi_id != null) {
112 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

NCBI ID’, ncbi_id);
113 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’HGNC ID’, hgnc_id);
114 }
115
116 if (enzyme_ids != null) {
117 for (const enzyme_id of enzyme_ids) {
118 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Enzyme ID’, enzyme_id);
119 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’Enzyme ID’, enzyme_id);
120 }
121 }
122
123 if (pubmed_ids != null) {
124 for (const pubmed_id of pubmed_ids) {
125 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Pubmed ID’, pubmed_id);
126 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’Enzyme ID’, pubmed_id);
127 }
128 }
129
130 if (omim_ids != null) {
131 for (const omim_id of omim_ids) {
132 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’OMIM ID’, omim_id);
133 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’OMIM ID’, omim_id);
134 }
135 }
136
137 if (rgd_ids != null) {
138 for (const rgd_id of rgd_ids) {
139 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Rat Gene Database ID’, rgd_id);
140 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’Rat Gene Database ID’, rgd_id);
141 }
142 }
143
144 if (ucsc_id != null) {
145 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

USCS ID’, ucsc_id);
146 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’USCS ID’, ucsc_id);
147 }
148
149 if (alias_symbols != null) {
150 for (const alias_symbol of alias_symbols) {
151 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Alias Symbol ’, alias_symbol);
152 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,
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’id’, ’Alias Symbol ’, alias_symbol);
153 }
154 }
155
156 if (alias_names != null) {
157 for (const alias_name of alias_names) {
158 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Alias Name’, alias_name);
159 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’Alias Symbol ’, alias_name);
160 }
161 }
162
163 if (mgd_ids != null) {
164 for (const mgd_id of mgd_ids) {
165 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Mouse Gene Database ID’, mgd_id);
166 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’Mouse Gene Database ID’, mgd_id);
167 }
168 }
169
170 if (ccds_ids != null) {
171 for (const ccd_id of ccds_ids) {
172 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Consensus CDS ID’, ccd_id);
173 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’Consensus CDS ID’, ccd_id);
174 }
175 }
176
177 if (refseq_accessions != null) {
178 for (const refseq_accession of refseq_accessions) {
179 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’RefSeq Accession ’, refseq_accession);
180 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’RefSeq Accession ’, refseq_accession)
;

181 }
182 }
183
184 if (gene_families != null) {
185 for (const gene_family of gene_families) {
186 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Gene Family ’, gene_family);
187 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’Gene Family ’, gene_family);
188 }
189 }
190
191 if (gene_family_ids != null) {
192 for (const gene_family_id of gene_family_ids) {
193 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Gene Family ID’, gene_family_id);
194 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId ,

’id’, ’Gene Family ID’, gene_family_id);
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195 }
196 }
197
198 if (mane_select != null) {
199 const [ens_id , rep_seq_id] = mane_select;
200 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

Representative Ensamble ID’, ens_id);
201 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’

Representative Sequence ID’, rep_seq_id);
202 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Representative Ensamble ID’, ens_id);
203 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Representative Sequence ID’, rep_seq_id);
204 }
205
206 const locusEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’Locus ’

, location);
207 await bg.createDataNode(locusEntityId , ’HGNC’, {

location });
208 await bg.createIdentifierNode(locusEntityId , ’id’, ’

Location ’, location);
209 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId , locusEntityId ,

’FROM’, {});
210
211 const geneData = {
212 location ,
213 locus_type ,
214 locus_group ,
215 status ,
216 }
217
218 await bg.createDataNode(geneEntityId , ’HGNC’, geneData)

;
219
220 // UniProt ids
221 if (uniprot_ids != null) {
222 for (const uniprot_id of uniprot_ids) {
223 const proteinEntityId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Protein ’, uniprot_id);
224 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId ,

’id’, ’UniProt ID’, uniprot_id);
225 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId ,

geneEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
226 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
227 }
228 }
229
230
231 }
232
233 console.log(‘HGNC: ${data.length }/${data.length}‘)
234
235 // Finish and commit the import
236 await bg.finishImport ();
237 console.log(’HGNC import complete ’);
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238 }
239 }
240
241 module.exports = HGNCImporter;

Listing A.2: HGNC data importer script

A.3 DisGeNET data importer

1 const { TSV } = require(’tsv’);
2 const fs = require(’fs’);
3
4 class DisGeNetImporter {
5 constructor(bg) {
6 this.bg = bg;
7 this.importer = ’disgenet ’;
8 this.importerVersion = ’1.0’;
9 this.dataSource = ’DisGeNet ’;

10 console.log(’DisGeNet importer loaded ’);
11 }
12
13 async run() {
14 const { bg } = this;
15
16 // Start new import
17 await bg.beginImport(this.importer , this.importerVersion ,

this.dataSource);
18
19 console.log(’Importing data from DisGeNet ...’);
20
21
22
23 // Load data
24 const tsvFile = fs.readFileSync(’./ importers/local -data/

disgenet.tsv’,’utf8’);
25 const parser = new TSV.Parser("\t", { header: true });
26 const data = parser.parse(tsvFile);
27
28 const organismEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Organism ’, ‘9606‘);
29 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’id’, ’NCBI

ID’, ’9606’);
30
31 let i = 0;
32 for (const disease of data) {
33 i += 1;
34
35 if (i % 1000 == 0 && i > 0) {
36 console.log(‘DisGeNet: ${i}/${data.length}‘);
37 }
38
39 if (i % 10000 == 0 && i !== 0) {
40 await bg.closeBatch ();
41 }
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42
43 const {
44 diseaseId ,
45 diseaseName ,
46 diseaseType ,
47 diseaseClass ,
48 diseaseSemanticType ,
49 } = disease;
50
51 // Create disase
52 const diseaseEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Disease ’, diseaseId);
53 await bg.createEntityEdge(diseaseEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
54
55 await bg.createIdentifierNode(diseaseEntityId , ’id’, ’

Condition ID’, diseaseId);
56 await bg.createIdentifierNode(diseaseEntityId , ’name’,

’Disease Type’, diseaseType);
57 await bg.createIdentifierNode(diseaseEntityId , ’name’,

’Disease Semantic Type’, diseaseSemanticType);
58 await bg.createIdentifierNode(diseaseEntityId , ’name’,

’Disease Name’, diseaseName);
59
60
61 await bg.createDataNode(diseaseEntityId , ’DisGeNet ’, {
62 disease_name: diseaseName ,
63 });
64
65 if (diseaseClass != null) {
66 for (const dclass of diseaseClass.split(’;’)) {
67 await bg.createIdentifierNode(diseaseEntityId ,

’id’, ’Disease Class ’, dclass);
68 const diseaseClassEntityId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Disease_Class ’, dclass);
69 await bg.createIdentifierNode(

diseaseClassEntityId , ’id’, ’Disease Class’,
dclass);

70 await bg.createEntityEdge(diseaseEntityId ,
diseaseClassEntityId , ’IS_INSTANCE ’, {});

71 }
72
73 // TODO: Disease class names
74
75 const { geneId , geneSymbol , DSI , DPI , score } = disease;
76
77 const rootGeneEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(

’Gene’, geneSymbol.trim());
78 const geneEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Gene’, ‘${geneSymbol.trim()}-9606‘);
79 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’NCBI ID’, geneId);
80 await bg.createIdentifierNode(rootGeneEntityId , ’id

’, ’Gene Symbol ’, geneSymbol.trim());
81
82 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’id’, ’
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NCBI ID’, geneId);
83 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId , ’name’,

’Gene Symbol ’, geneSymbol.trim());
84
85 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

rootGeneEntityId , ’IS_INSTANCE ’, {});
86 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
87
88 const edgeData = {
89 dsi: DSI || null ,
90 dpi: DPI || null ,
91 score: score ? parseFloat(score) : null
92 }
93
94 await bg.createEntityEdge(diseaseEntityId ,

geneEntityId , ’RELATED_WITH ’, edgeData);
95 }
96 }
97
98
99 console.log(‘DisGeNet: ${data.length }/${data.length}‘);

100
101 // Finish and commit the import
102 await bg.finishImport ();
103 console.log(’DisGeNet import complete ’);
104 }
105 }
106
107 module.exports = DisGeNetImporter;

Listing A.3: DisGeNET data importer script

A.4 IEDB data importer

1 const Papa = require(’papaparse ’);
2 const fs = require(’fs’);
3
4 class IEDBImporter {
5 constructor(bg) {
6 this.bg = bg;
7 this.importer = ’iedb’;
8 this.importerVersion = ’1.0’;
9 this.dataSource = ’IEDB’;

10 console.log(’IEDB importer loaded ’);
11 }
12
13 parseCSV(path , skipRows = null) {
14 return new Promise ((resolve , reject) => {
15 const loadedData = [];
16
17 console.log(’Parsing input file: ’, path);
18 const stream = fs.createReadStream(path , ’utf8’);
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19 const parseStream = Papa.parse(Papa.NODE_STREAM_INPUT ,
{ header: false , });

20
21 stream.pipe(parseStream);
22
23 parseStream.on(’data’, (data) => loadedData.push(data))

;
24 parseStream.on(’finish ’, () => resolve(skipRows != null

? loadedData.slice(skipRows) : loadedData));
25 parseStream.on(’error ’, err => reject(err))
26
27 })
28 }
29
30 async processEpitope(
31 bg ,
32 epitopeIri ,
33 objectType ,
34 description ,
35 epitopeModifiedResidues ,
36 epitopeModifications ,
37 startingPosition ,
38 endingPosition ,
39 nonPeptidicEpitopeIri ,
40 epitopeSynonyms ,
41 antigenName ,
42 antigenIri ,
43 parentProtein ,
44 parentProteinIri ,
45 parentOrganism ,
46 parentOrganismIri ,
47 epitopeComments ,
48 ) {
49 const epitopeEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’Epitope ’

, ‘${epitopeIri.split(’/’).slice(-1)[0]} ‘);
50 await bg.createIdentifierNode(epitopeEntityId , ’id’, ‘IEDB

ID ‘, ‘${epitopeIri.split(’/’).slice (-1)[0]} ‘);
51 await bg.createIdentifierNode(epitopeEntityId , ’url’, ‘IEDB

URL ‘, ‘${epitopeIri }‘);
52 await bg.createIdentifierNode(epitopeEntityId , ’name’, ‘

Epitope description ‘, description);
53 await bg.createIdentifierNode(epitopeEntityId , ’id’, ‘IEDB

IRI ‘, ‘${epitopeIri }‘);
54
55 const epitopeData = {
56 ...( epitopeModifiedResidues.length > 0 && {

epitope_modified_residues: epitopeModifiedResidues
}),

57 ...( description.length > 0 && { epitope_description:
description }),

58 ...( startingPosition.length > 0 && { start_position:
startingPosition }),

59 ...( endingPosition.length > 0 && { end_position:
endingPosition }),

60 ...( objectType.length > 0 && { object_type: objectType
}),
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61 ...( epitopeModifications.length > 0 && {
epitope_modifications: epitopeModifications }),

62 ...( epitopeComments.length > 0 && { epitope_comments:
epitopeComments })

63 };
64
65 if (Object.keys(epitopeData).length > 0) {
66 await bg.createDataNode(epitopeEntityId , ’iedb’,

epitopeData , epitopeComments.length > 0 ? "
epitope_comments" : null);

67 }
68
69 if (nonPeptidicEpitopeIri.length > 0) {
70 const nonPeptidicMoleculeEntityId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Molecule ’, nonPeptidicEpitopeIri.
split(’/’).slice (-1)[0]. split(’_’)[1]);

71 await bg.createIdentifierNode(
nonPeptidicMoleculeEntityId , ’sequence ’, ‘ChEBI ID‘,
nonPeptidicEpitopeIri.split(’/’).slice(-1)[0]. split

(’_’)[1]);
72 await bg.createEntityEdge(nonPeptidicMoleculeEntityId ,

epitopeEntityId , ’CONTAINS ’, {});
73
74 if (parentOrganismIri.length > 0) {
75 const moleculeOrganismId = parentOrganismIri.split(

’NCBITaxon_ ’)[1];
76 const moleculeOrganismEntityId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Organism ’, ‘${
moleculeOrganismId }‘);

77 await bg.createEntityEdge(
nonPeptidicMoleculeEntityId ,
moleculeOrganismEntityId , ’FROM’);

78
79 await bg.createIdentifierNode(

moleculeOrganismEntityId , ’id’, ‘Taxon ID‘, ‘${
parentOrganismIri.split(’NCBITaxon_ ’)[1]} ‘);

80 await bg.createIdentifierNode(
moleculeOrganismEntityId , ’url’, ‘Taxon URL ‘, ‘$
{parentOrganismIri }‘);

81 await bg.createIdentifierNode(
moleculeOrganismEntityId , ’name’, ‘Taxon Name ‘,
‘${parentOrganism }‘);

82 }
83
84
85
86 }
87
88 if (epitopeSynonyms.length > 0) {
89 for (const synonym of epitopeSynonyms.split(’, ’)) {
90 await bg.createIdentifierNode(epitopeEntityId , ’

name’, ‘Synonym ‘, synonym);
91 }
92 }
93
94 if (antigenName.length > 0) {
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95 let antigenIriType = ’Antigen ’;
96
97 if (antigenIri.includes(’uniprot ’)) {
98 antigenIriType = ’UniProt ’;
99 }

100
101 if (antigenIri.includes(’ncbi’)) {
102 antigenIriType = ’NCBI’;
103 }
104
105 const antigenEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Antigen ’, ‘${antigenIri.split(’/’).slice(-1)[0]}‘);
106 await bg.createIdentifierNode(antigenEntityId , ’id’, ‘$

{antigenIriType} ID‘, ‘${antigenIri.split(’/’).slice
(-1)[0]}‘);

107 await bg.createIdentifierNode(antigenEntityId , ’url’, ‘
${antigenIriType} URL ‘, ‘${antigenIri }‘);

108 await bg.createEntityEdge(epitopeEntityId ,
antigenEntityId , ’FROM’, {});

109
110 const proteinEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Protein ’, ‘${parentProteinIri.split(’/’).slice (-1)
[0]} ‘);

111 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’id’, ‘$
{antigenIriType} ID‘, ‘${parentProteinIri.split(’/’)
.slice(-1)[0]}‘);

112 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’id’, ’
UniProt ID’, ‘${parentProteinIri.split(’/’).slice
(-1)[0]}‘);

113 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’url’, ’
UniProt URL’, ‘${parentProteinIri }‘);

114 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’name’,
’Protein Name’, ‘${parentProtein }‘);

115 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId ,
antigenEntityId , ’HAS_ROLE ’, { relationDetails: ’
PARENT_PROTEIN ’ });

116
117 const organismEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Organism ’, ‘${parentOrganismIri.split(’NCBITaxon_ ’)
[1]} ‘);

118 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’id’, ‘
Taxon ID ‘, ‘${parentOrganismIri.split(’NCBITaxon_ ’)
[1]} ‘);

119 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’url’,
‘Taxon URL ‘, ‘${parentOrganismIri }‘);

120 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’url’,
‘Taxon Name ‘, ‘${parentOrganism }‘);

121
122 }
123
124 return epitopeEntityId;
125 }
126
127
128 async run() {
129 const { bg } = this;
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130
131 // Start new import
132 await bg.beginImport(this.importer , this.importerVersion ,

this.dataSource);
133
134 console.log(’Importing data from IEDB ...’);
135
136
137
138 // Load data
139 const antigenCsvFile = fs.readFileSync(’./ importers/local -

data/iedb -antigen.csv’, ’utf8’);
140 const { data: antigenData } = Papa.parse(antigenCsvFile.

split(’\n’).slice (1).join(’\n’), { header: true });
141
142 console.log(’IEDB: Processing antigen data’);
143
144 let i = 0;
145 for (const antigen of antigenData) {
146 i += 1;
147
148 const antigenName = antigen[’Antigen Name’];
149 const rawId = antigen[’Antigen ID’];
150 if (rawId == null || rawId.length == 0) {
151 continue;
152 }
153
154 const antigenId = rawId.split(’/’).slice(-1)[0];
155 const organismName = antigen[’Organism Name’];
156 const organismTaxonId = antigen[’Organism ID’].split(’

NCBITaxon_ ’)[1];
157
158 let idType = ’Protein ’;
159 if (rawId.includes(’uniprot ’)) {
160 idType = ’UniProt ’;
161 }
162 if (rawId.includes(’allergen ’)) {
163 idType = ’Alergen.org’;
164 }
165 if (rawId.includes(’ontology.iedb’)) {
166 idType = ’IEDB ontology ’;
167 }
168
169 // console.log(organismNCBIId);
170 // break;
171
172 if (i % 1000 == 0 && i > 0) {
173
174 console.log(‘IEDB: ${i}/${antigenData.length} (

Antigen) ‘);
175 }
176
177 if (i % 10000 == 0 && i > 0) {
178 await bg.closeBatch ();
179 }
180
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181 const antigenEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’
Antigen ’, antigenId);

182 await bg.createIdentifierNode(antigenEntityId , ’url’, ‘
${idType} URL ‘, rawId);

183 await bg.createIdentifierNode(antigenEntityId , ’id’, ‘$
{idType} ID‘, ‘${antigenId}‘);

184 await bg.createIdentifierNode(antigenEntityId , ’name’,
’Antigen Name’, ‘${antigenName }‘);

185
186 const proteinEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Protein ’, antigenId);
187 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’url’,

‘${idType} URL ‘, rawId);
188 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’id’, ‘$

{idType} ID‘, ‘${antigenId}‘);
189 await bg.createIdentifierNode(proteinEntityId , ’name’,

’Antigen Name’, ‘${antigenName }‘);
190
191 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId ,

antigenEntityId , ’HAS_ROLE ’, {});
192
193 if (organismTaxonId != null) {
194 const organismEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(

’Organism ’, organismTaxonId);
195
196 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’id

’, ’Taxon ID’, organismTaxonId);
197 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’id

’, ’Taxon Name’, organismName);
198 await bg.createDataNode(organismEntityId , ’iedb’, {

species: organismTaxonId });
199
200 await bg.createEntityEdge(antigenEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
201 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
202 }
203 }
204
205 const epitopeData = await this.parseCSV(’./ importers/local -

data/iedb -epitope.csv’, 2);
206
207 console.log(‘IEDB: ${antigenData.length }/${antigenData.

length}‘);
208 await bg.closeBatch ();
209
210 console.log(’IEDB: Processing epitope data’);
211 i = 0;
212 for (const epitope of epitopeData) {
213 const [
214 epitopeIri ,
215 objectType ,
216 description ,
217 epitopeModifiedResidues ,
218 epitopeModifications ,
219 startingPosition ,
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220 endingPosition ,
221 nonPeptidicEpitopeIri ,
222 epitopeSynonyms ,
223 antigenName ,
224 antigenIri ,
225 parentProtein ,
226 parentProteinIri ,
227 organismName ,
228 organismIri ,
229 parentOrganism ,
230 parentOrganismIri ,
231 epitopeComments ,
232 relatedObjectEpitopeRelationship ,
233 relatedObjectType ,
234 relatedObjectDescription ,
235 relatedObjectStartingPosition ,
236 relatedObjectEndingPosition ,
237 relatedObjectNonPeptidicEpitopeIri ,
238 relatedObjectSynonyms ,
239 relatedObjectAntigenName ,
240 relatedObjectAntigenIri ,
241 relatedObjectParentProtein ,
242 relatedObjectParentProteinIri ,
243 relatedObjectOrganismName ,
244 relatedObjectOrganismIri ,
245 relatedObjectParentOrganism ,
246 relatedObjectParentOrganismIri ,
247
248 ] = epitope;
249 i += 1;
250 // if (i < 40000) { continue; }
251
252
253 if (i % 10000 == 0 && i > 0) {
254
255 console.log(‘IEDB: ${i}/${epitopeData.length} (

Epitope) ‘);
256 }
257
258 if (i % 10000 == 0 && i > 0) {
259 await bg.closeBatch ();
260 }
261
262 await this.processEpitope(
263 bg ,
264 epitopeIri ,
265 objectType ,
266 description ,
267 epitopeModifiedResidues ,
268 epitopeModifications ,
269 startingPosition ,
270 endingPosition ,
271 nonPeptidicEpitopeIri ,
272 epitopeSynonyms ,
273 antigenName ,
274 antigenIri ,
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275 parentProtein ,
276 parentProteinIri ,
277 parentOrganism ,
278 parentOrganismIri ,
279 epitopeComments ,
280 );
281 }
282 // Finish and commit the import
283 await bg.finishImport ();
284 console.log(’IEDB import complete ’);
285 }
286 }
287
288 module.exports = IEDBImporter;

Listing A.4: IEDB data importer script

A.5 DisGeNET data importer

1 const fs = require(’fs’);
2 const tabletojson = require(’tabletojson ’).Tabletojson;
3
4
5 class TantigenImporter {
6 constructor(bg) {
7 this.bg = bg;
8 this.importer = ’tantigen ’;
9 this.importerVersion = ’1.0’;

10 this.dataSource = ’Tantigen ’;
11 console.log(’Tantigen importer loaded ’);
12 }
13
14 downloadTable(antigenId) {
15 const url = ’http :// projects.met -hilab.org/tadb/cgi/

displayAntigen.pl’;
16
17 return new Promise ((resolve , reject) => {
18 tabletojson.convertUrl(
19 ‘${url}?ACC=${antigenId}‘,
20 (tablesAsJson) => {
21 if (tablesAsJson [1]) {
22 fs.writeFileSync (‘/tmp/tantigen/${antigenId }.json ‘,

JSON.stringify(tablesAsJson [1], null , 2), { flag :
’w’});

23 }
24 resolve(tablesAsJson [1]);
25 })
26 })
27 }
28
29 async run() {
30 try {
31 const { bg } = this;
32
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33 // Start new import
34 await bg.beginImport(this.importer , this.

importerVersion , this.dataSource);
35
36 console.log(’Importing data from Tantigen ...’);
37
38 // for (let i = 1; i <= 4507; i+= 1) {
39 // try {
40 // await this.downloadTable(‘Ag${‘${i}‘.

padStart(6, ’0’)}‘)
41 // } catch (err) {
42 // console.log(‘Skipping Ag${‘${i}‘.padStart(6,

’0’)}‘);
43 // }
44 // }
45
46 const files = fs.readdirSync(’./ importers/local -data/

tantigen ’);
47 const organismEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Organism ’, ‘9606‘);
48 await bg.createIdentifierNode(organismEntityId , ’id’, ’

NCBI ID’, ’9606’);
49
50 let i = 0;
51 for (const filename of files) {
52 // const num = ‘${i}‘;
53 // const antigenId = ‘Ag${num.padStart(6, ’0’)}‘;
54 const antigenId = filename.split(’.’)[0];
55 const file = fs.readFileSync (‘./ importers/local -

data/tantigen/${filename}‘, { encoding: ’utf8’})
;

56 const table = JSON.parse(file);
57
58 i += 1;
59
60 if (i % 100 == 0 && i > 0) {
61 console.log(‘Tantigen: ${i}/${files.length}‘);
62 await bg.closeBatch ();
63 }
64
65 // if (i == 6) {
66 // break;
67 // }
68
69 const antigenEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Antigen ’, antigenId);
70 await bg.createIdentifierNode(antigenEntityId , ’id’

, ’Antigen ACC’, antigenId);
71
72 // objects.add(antigenEntityId);
73 let geneEntityId = null;
74 let rootGeneEntityId = null;
75
76 // epitopes = null;
77 // hlaLigands = null;
78
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79 const antigenData = {};
80
81 for (const row of table) {
82 const key = row [0];
83
84 if (key == ’Antigen Name’) {
85 const antigenName = row [1]. trim();
86
87 rootGeneEntityId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Gene’, antigenName);
88 geneEntityId = await bg.createEntityNode(’

Gene’, ‘${antigenName }-9606‘);
89 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId ,

’name’, ’Gene Name’, antigenName);
90
91 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

rootGeneEntityId , ’IS_INSTANCE ’, {});
92 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
93 await bg.createEntityEdge(geneEntityId ,

antigenEntityId , ’HAS_ROLE ’);
94 }
95
96 if (key == ’Common Name’) {
97 const commonName = row [1]. trim();
98 await bg.createIdentifierNode(geneEntityId ,

’name’, ’Common Name’, commonName);
99 }

100
101 if (key == ’Full name’) {
102 antigenData.fullName = row [1];
103 }
104
105 if (key == ’Comment ’) {
106 antigenData.comment = row [1];
107 }
108
109 if (key == ’Synonym ’) {
110 const synonyms = row [1]. split(’\n’)[0].

split(’another ’)[0]. split(’;’).map(el =>
el.trim());

111
112 for (const synonym of synonyms) {
113 await bg.createIdentifierNode(

antigenEntityId , ’name’, ’Synonym
Name’, synonym);

114 }
115 }
116
117 if (key == ’UniProt ID’) {
118 const uniprotId = row [1]. trim();
119 // proteins.add(uniprotId);
120 const proteinEntityId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Protein ’, uniprotId);
121
122 // objects.add(proteinEntityId);
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123
124 await bg.createIdentifierNode(

proteinEntityId , ’id’, ’UniProt ID’,
uniprotId);

125 await bg.createIdentifierNode(
antigenEntityId , ’id’, ’UniProt ID’,
uniprotId);

126
127 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId ,

antigenEntityId , ’HAS_ROLE ’);
128 await bg.createEntityEdge(proteinEntityId ,

organismEntityId , ’FROM’, {});
129
130 if (geneEntityId != null) {
131 await bg.createEntityEdge(

proteinEntityId , geneEntityId , ’FROM
’, {});

132 }
133 }
134
135 if (key == ’NCBI Gene ID’) {
136 const geneId = row [1]. trim();
137 if (geneEntityId != null) {
138 await bg.createIdentifierNode(

geneEntityId , ’id’, ’NCBI ID’,
geneId);

139 await bg.createIdentifierNode(
rootGeneEntityId , ’id’, ’NCBI ID’,
geneId);

140 }
141 }
142
143 if (key == ’Annotation ’) {
144 const annotation = row [1]. trim();
145 antigenData.annotation = annotation;
146 }
147
148 if (key == ’Isoforms ’) {
149 const isoforms = row [1]. split(’Alignment ’)

[0]. split(’\n’)[0]. split(’,’).map(el =>
el.trim().split(’Alignment ’)[0]);

150 for (const isoform of isoforms) {
151 const isoNodeId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Antigen ’, isoform)
;

152
153 if (antigenEntityId != isoNodeId) {
154 await bg.createEntityEdge(

antigenEntityId , isoNodeId , ’
IS_VARIANT ’, { variationType: ’
ISOFORM ’ });

155 }
156 }
157 }
158
159 if (key == ’Mutation entries ’) {
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160 const mutationEntries = row [1]. split(’view’
)[0]. split(’,’).map(el => el.trim().
split(’View’)[0]);

161
162 for (const entry of mutationEntries) {
163 const mutationNodeId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Antigen ’, entry);
164 // objects.add(mutationNodeId);
165
166 if (antigenEntityId != mutationNodeId)

{
167 await bg.createEntityEdge(

antigenEntityId , mutationNodeId ,
’IS_VARIANT ’, { variationType:

’MUTATION ’});
168 }
169 }
170 }
171
172
173 if (key == ’RNA/protein expression profile ’) {
174 antigenData.rnaProteinExpressionProfile =

row [1];
175 }
176
177 if (key == ’T cell epitope ’) {
178 // First row / header
179 if (row [1]. trim() != "Epitope sequence") {
180 const positions = row [2]. split(’ ’);
181 // const [from , to] = row [2]. split(’-’)

;
182 const epitope = {
183 sequence: row [1]. trim(),
184 positions ,
185 hlaAllele: row [3]. trim(),
186 epitopeType: ’T-cell’,
187 };
188
189 const epitopeReferences = ‘${row[4]}‘.

split(’\n’).map(el => el.trim());
190
191 const epitopeEntityId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’Epitope ’, epitope.
sequence);

192
193 await bg.createIdentifierNode(

epitopeEntityId , ’sequence ’, ’
Epitope Sequence ’, epitope.sequence)
;

194 await bg.createIdentifierNode(
epitopeEntityId , ’id’, ’HLA Allele ’,
epitope.hlaAllele);

195
196 for (const reference of

epitopeReferences) {
197 await bg.createIdentifierNode(
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epitopeEntityId , ’id’, ’
Reference ID’, reference);

198 }
199
200 await bg.createDataNode(epitopeEntityId

, ’Tantigen ’, epitope);
201 await bg.createEntityEdge(

antigenEntityId , epitopeEntityId , ’
CONTAINS ’, {});

202 }
203 }
204
205 if (key == ’HLA ligand ’) {
206 // if (hlaLigands == null) {
207 // hlaLigands = true;
208 if (row[1] != ’Ligand Sequence ’ && row[1]

!= ’Predicted HLA binders ’ && row [1] !=
’Antigen sequence ’) {

209 const positions = row [2]. split(’ ’);
210
211 // console.log(row);
212 const hlaLigand = {
213 sequence: row [1]. trim(),
214 positions ,
215 hlaAllele: row [3]. trim(),
216 type: ’HLA ligand ’
217 }
218
219 const ligandReferences = ‘${row [4]}‘.

split(’\n’).map(el => el.trim());
220
221 const ligandEntityId = await bg.

createEntityNode(’HLA_Ligand ’,
hlaLigand.sequence);

222
223 await bg.createIdentifierNode(

ligandEntityId , ’sequence ’, ’Ligand
Sequence ’, hlaLigand.sequence);

224
225 for (const reference of

ligandReferences) {
226 await bg.createIdentifierNode(

ligandEntityId , ’id’, ’Reference
ID’, reference);

227 }
228
229 await bg.createDataNode(ligandEntityId ,

’Tantigen ’, hlaLigand);
230 await bg.createEntityEdge(

antigenEntityId , ligandEntityId , ’
CONTAINS ’, {});

231 }
232 }
233 }
234 }
235
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236 console.log(‘Tantigen: ${files.length }/${files.length
}‘)

237
238 // Finish and commit the import
239 await bg.finishImport ();
240 console.log(’Tantigen import complete ’);
241 } catch (err) {
242 console.log(err);
243 throw err;
244 }
245 }
246 }
247
248 module.exports = TantigenImporter;

Listing A.5: Tantigen data importer script
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